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IN THE 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
AT RICHMOND. 
Record No. 2826 
Vtl. C. ANDERSON, 
versus 
COM.MONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA. 
PETITION. 
To the II onorable Chief Justice and Associate ,Jnstices of the 
Su,preme Coitrt of .Avpeals of Virginia: 
Your petitioner, vY. C. Anderson, respectfully represents 
that he is aggrieved by a final judgment entered against him 
by the Circuit Court of Prince Edward County, Virginia, 
finding him guilty of unlawfully and maliciously shooting and 
wounding the dogs of D. E. A~lams with intent to main~ dis-
figure., disable and kill same in violation of Section 4467 of 
present Code of Virginia. 
THE FACT'S. 
W. C. Anderson was tried and convicted by the Trial ,J us-
tice of Prince Edward County, Virginia, for unlawfully and 
maliciously shooting and wounding and otherwise injuring 
the dogs of D. E. Adams with inte1~t to main, disfig·ure, dis-
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able or kill the same on the 23rd day of July, 1943, under 
Section 4467 of the present Code of Virginia. The said W. 
C. Anderson appealed his conviction to the Circuit Court of 
Prince Edward County, Virginia. On September 21, 1943, 
he was duly tried by the Circuit Court of Prince Edward 
County, Virginia, with a jury, 011 the said charge of unlaw-
fully and maliciously shooting·, wounding and otherwise in-
juring the dogs of D. E. Adams, etc .. , as will appear from the 
order of said Court entered on the 21st day of September, 
1943. There was a verdict finding the accused guilty and 
fixing his punishment at a fine of $250.00. 
"With several notable exemptions the facts are not disputed. 
\V. C. Anderson, a landowner and dairy farmer lives in Prince 
Edward County, Virginia, near Pamplin, Virginia, which is 
in the extreme western section of said countv. His farm con-
sists of 126.5 acres nearly half of which 1s in pasture. He 
2° has his farm posted. On the *morning of .July 23, 1943, 
:M:r: D. E. Adams, a resident of Prince Edward County, 
Virginia, who lives in the same general neighborhood as Mr. 
"\V. C. .Anderson, and wl10 owns a large number of Fox 
Hounds, went fox hunting in the general neig·hborhood in 
which they both live. In the course of the fox chase the dogs 
of D. E . .Adams went across the pasture lands of "\V. C. An-
derson. This was about 3 o'clock A. 1\1. The undisputed evi-
dence is that \\7• C . .Anderson beard the dogs running and in 
a few minutes beard a commotion among his cattle; i. e., 
cow bells ringing and a calf bleating. Mr. Anderson got up, 
picked up his shotg·un, a sing-le barred gun, called his son, and 
started out to investig·ate the disturbance. After Mr. Ander-
son had proceeded a sbort distance his son, Clovis Anderson, 
-overtook him. The son, an 18 year old lad, had a rifle with 
three shells in it and a .22 target pistol. The Andersons pro-
ceeded on down into the pasture to a spring·. The spring· is 
located some distance south of the Anderson house and near 
the east line between the Anderson property and the prop-
erty of H. H. Dickerson. The spring is nearly 300 yards 
from the west line of the Anderson property, at this point 
the Anderson land runs into a peak about 860 feet wide and 
1,307 feet long. The spring is just north of the point where 
the peak starts. Mr. H. H. Dickerson was at home that 
morning hut did not awaken until about the time Mr. Ander-
son reached the .spring· or a few minutes before. .A.t this time 
the Adams dogs had been across the Anderson land from 
west to cast running the fox and after going on east some 
distance had turned and were coming· back west towards the 
Anderson land and the spring. The main pack of dogs were 
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in full cry after a fox presumably. At this point the main 
pack of dogs were coming just north of the spring. The two 
Andersons had gotten down south of the spring- and near the 
Dickerson line and house. vYhile the two Andersons were 
standing· there a calf came running out of the bushes with 
three or four dogs in hot pursuit. The calf and dog·s were 
between the .Andersons and the spring. W. C. Anderson shot 
twice at the dog·s to protect his calf with his shotgun with 
number ten shot which are very small shot indeed. Clovis 
Anderson shot two or three times with the rifle. All of this 
took place in the space of two or at the most three minutes. 
The dogs were hit by the shots from the gun but not the 
-3* rifle. They made a great *racket. This broke up the 
main chase also. At this time IL H. Dickerson and his 
son, Hugh Dickerson, Jr., were both at the window in their 
home listening· to the chase. They were less than 250 yards 
from where the Andersons were standing·. Both Dickersons 
were Commonwealth witnesses and plainly showed they were 
unfriendly to Anderson. At this time D. E. Adams testified 
that he was at a point 115 yards west of the nearest point of 
the Anderson land. The plat of the .Anderson property 
shows the spring· to be nearly 300 yards from the west line 
of the .Anderson property. So .Adams would have been at 
least 400 yards from the shooting. Both Dickersons on cross 
examination stated they were nearer the shooting than Adams 
was. D. E. Adams testified that all at once while the dogs 
were in full cry shot burst loose near the spring·., both rifle 
and shotgun, several shots, at least three from the rifle. After 
this shooting was through he, Adams, halloed '' man, don't 
shoot my dogs for the Lord's sake. I will get them off there''. 
That then ·w. C. Anderson replied loud enough for him to 
l1ear and recognize bis voice, "I'll kill every damn one of 'em 
and you too". That there was then a lull. He called his 
-dog·s and blew his horn. After about 10 or 15 minutes another 
shotgun was fired and the shots fell all around him. That 
this shot was much closer to him than the first shots. 'This 
conversation and the evidence regarding the last shot is dis-
vuted. · 
The undisputed evidence is there were a number of shots, 
then a lull, then Adams called his dogs and blew his horn. 
Both Dickersons testified they heard Adams calling the dogs 
lmt did not liear Adams say anything except call the dogs. 
1rhat they were closer to the shooting than Adams. That 
they did not hear anybody speak or hollo near the shooting. 
-M;r. Dickerson said he could have heard it if Anderson had 
J1olloed. Hug·h Dickerson, Jr., explained the shots clearer 
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than any of the witnesses. He stated that theTe. we1~e· two shots 
from the gun a:nd three from the rifle all in a burst of several 
minutes. Then a lull of considerable time, twenty-five 01 .. 
thirty minutes, then a pistol shot which was further away up 
in the middle of the Anderson place and further away from 
both the east and west line. H. H. Dickerson also corroborates. 
this. The defendant denies the conversation and the 6th 
shot, and states there was only one burst of shots and 
4* then about *twenty or thirty minutes later and up near 
the house Clovis Anderson shot the pistol at what he 
thought was a rabbit. 
D. E. Adams testified that the dogs were licensed~ that he 
had tags a:nd receipts to show he had tags for his dogs ( See· 
record, page 8). 
The Commonwealth did not prove that the dogs: had been 
listed or assessed for taxation. 
Several skeletons of dogs were seen on the Anderson place.~ 
and one witness testified that W. C~ Anderson, a long time 
before the shooting, stated be would kill all the God damn 
Adamses' dogs that came across his place and that he did 
not allow any fox hunting {See record, page #62). The wit-
ness' brother manied Adams' sister. Anderson denied say-
ing this. 
ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR. 
Defendant assigns the following errors: 
I The Court erred in refusing to set the verdict of the jury 
aside convicting Vv. C. Anderson of unlawfully and mali-
ciously shooting and wounding dogs of D. E. Adams with in-
tent to main, disfigure, disable and kill the same. 
II The Court erred in admitting certain evidence over the 
objection and exception of the defendant. 
III The Court erred in refusing to give the defendant's in-
struction lettered D. 
IV The Court erred in g·iving Commonwealth's instruction 
numbered three. 
ARGUMENT UPON ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR. 
Assignment of Error Number One. 
(a) There is no evidence of any malice on the part of "\V. 
C. Anderson except the statement of D. E. Adams that A11-
de1·son halloed back and stated "I will kill every damn one 
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of 'em and you too'' and the evidence of Robert Gilliam 
that Anderson stated he would kill all the damn Adams clogs 
quite some time before the shooting in question. The only 
way Adams could connect Anderson with the shooting· 
5• was to *recognize his voice. Both Dickersons who had a 
better opportunity to hear the defendant stated that they 
did not hear him make anv remark. Thev were both witnesses 
for the Commonwealth and a careful i·eacling of their evi-
dence on cross examination will show they did not willingly 
help the defendant any more than they had to. Clearly 
Adams was mistaken about the last shot. The defendant, 
Clovis .Anderson and both Dickcn·sons refute this statement. 
That being so the jury should have disregarded the evidence 
of D. E. Adams as unworthy of belief. It was impossible 
for the defendant to have known that the dogs in question be-
longed to Adams. Therefore even if admissible the evidence 
about killing the Adams dogs would not show malice. The 
only evidence that the Commonwealth had in regard to the 
shooting· was that fom· dog·s were shot; that the main pack 
was in full cry after a fox presumably; that the shooting took 
place on Anderson's land. The uncontradicted evidence is 
that the dogs shot were chasing a calf belonging· to Ander-
son; that Anderson shot to protect his calf; that it happened 
in the dead of night after Anderson had heard a commotion 
among· his cattle and a calf bleating. Clovis Anderson, the 
son of the petitioner, testified to this as well as the petitioner. 
There was nothing- inherently unbelievable about their evi-
dence and the jury should not have disregarded it. The only 
reason that your petitioner can suggest for their doing it is 
certain evidence that was admitted that should not have been 
admitted and is fully discu~s(ld later on in this petition un-
der Assignment of Error Number II. 
The law has been fully set out by this Court in the case of 
W. A. Willeroy against The Commonwealth, Record No. 2715, 
decided October 11, 1943, in reg·ard to the rights of property 
owners shooting dogs molesting stock and poultry. As stated 
in that case "this is a criminal case, the burden is upon the 
Commonwealth to show thnt. the accused is guilty beyond all 
reasonable doubt. Surely be could not be sent to jail if the 
Commonwealth without more, showed tlrnt he killed a dog." 
That of course was a prosecution under Section 4554 of our 
code which is commonlv known as crueltv to animals. The 
present prosecution is {mder Section 446f of our code which 
is commonly known as malicious maiming. In the present 
case malice must be shown before a conviction can be had. 
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The property owner's rights would of course be just as 
6* *great under this section as under the other with the 
added fact that the act clone must be done maliciouslv. 
In the ,vmeroy Case, supra, the Court deals at great length 
with Section 3305(71) regarding the rig·ht of any person find-
ing a dog committing ct")rtain depredation mentioned therein 
to kill such dog. It is not necessary to repeat here what the 
Court set out there. It would apply equally to this case. 
The dogs of Adams were chasing the calf of the petitioner. 
He shot to protect the calf as he had a rig·ht to do. The 
lower court has directed that he pay his fine of $250.00 or go 
to jail. Certainly viewing the evidence as a whole the Com-
monwealth has not bome the burden and proven your peti-
tioner guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. Your petitioner did 
what any ordinary man would have done to protect his stock. 
He used a single barrel shotgun loaded with number 10 bird 
shot, almost the smallest to be had. That alone is enough 
to show that no malice was involved. No one with anv ex-
perience with shotguns intending to kill or permanently maim 
a hound dog would arm himself with a sing-le barrel shotgun 
loaded with number 10 shot'. Number 8 shot are as a matter 
of fact small bird shot, and at any distance at all would 
merely sting· a large dog·. · 
(b) Code Section 4467 of the present Code of Virginia pro-
vides as follows : '' If any person maliciously administer 
poison to or expose it with intent that it shall be taken by 
any hor8e, cattle, or other beast of any other person; or if 
he poison or kill his own horse, cattle, or other beast for the 
purpose of defrauding any insurer thereof; or if any person 
maliciously shoot, stab, cut, or wound any horse, mule., or 
cattle of any person with intent to kill or injure Rame, he 
shall be confined in the penitentiary not less tban two or more 
than ten years. And if any person unlawfully shoot, stab, 
cut, or wound any horse, mule, or cattle of any person, or 
unlawfully and maliciously shoot, stab., cut, or otherwise 
wound 01· poison any fowl of another, or any dog· of another 
which has been listed or assessed for taxation, ,vith intent to 
maim, disfigure, disable or kill the same, he shall be guilty of 
a misdemeanor." There is ne evidence whatsoever that the 
dogs in question had been listed or assessed for taxation as 
specifically required by this Section. Unless they had been 
no crime has been committed under this Section. This was 
a prosecution under the said SeC'tion of our Code and the 
7* burden was *upon the Commonwealth to prove each and 
every element of the crime as defined in said section. 
The crime is to shoot, etc., any dog of another which has been 
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.listed or assessed for taxation with intent, etc. The Com-
monwealth failed to show that the dogs had been listed or 
.assessed for taxation. As a matter of fact they had not been 
listed or assessed for taxation, therefore, it could not be estab-
lishea by the Commonwealth and the Commonwealth did not 
.attempt to do so. The Commonwealth showed that the dogs 
were licensed only. This does not meet the requirements of 
the Code Section. There is no relation between paying a 
license and listing or. assessing property for taxation. The 
law requires all automobiles to be licensed but this of course 
does not take place of listing and assessing the automobiles 
for taxation. They are two entirely distinct and separate 
matters. The Commissioner of Revenue of each Countv or 
City has charge of receiving the list and making the assess-
ment of all property. The Treasurer of each County or City 
has charge of the license of dogs and in the case of automo-
biles a special agent of "the Division of :Motor Vehicles has 
charge of the License Tax of the automobiles. This separa-
tion appears to make it clear that the two are not related in 
.any way. 
This is a· penal matter not being carried over from the 
common law and it is incumbent upon tlie Commonwealth of 
course to make out a case within the statute proving each 
and every element of the crime. First that the defendant 
shot the dogs in Prince Edward County, second that the act 
was done maliciously and unlawfully, third that the dogs had 
been listed or assessed for taxation and all of these elements 
must have been shown beyond a reasonable doubt. There 
was suggested by the Lower Court that Section 3305(69) 
makes the killing of clogs unlawful and would cover this case, 
however, that theory was abandoned before the trial of the 
case ended and before the matter went to the jury, due to 
the fact that that Section is dealing with the civil rights of 
the owners of dogs that are licensed; no criminal punishment 
is provided iu said Section and also that that Section deals 
with the unlawful killing and does not have the added feature 
of malicious killing. It is one of the many sections of the Game 
Code of Virginia. 
8* •The Code Section does not 1·equire that any tax be 
paid. And whether or not the tax has been pa.id is tm-
material in this prosecution. If Adams had listed his dogs 
with the Commissioner of Revenut? of Prince Edward County, 
Virg·inia, would it be a valid defense in this case to show 
that the dogs had not been properly licensed'? We think not. 
The answer to that question appears to be the solution aml 
answer to this assignment of error. 
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Under our coin.rnon law dogs were not property and were 
not the subject of larceny. However, our Legislature has: 
changed this and Section 3305(69) of the })1."esent Virginia 
Code provides that "All dogs in this State which are licensed, 
and all dogs under four months of age-, whether license cl or-
not, shall be deemed pe'Fsonal property, * ,, e etcr'' Sections: 
3305(62) and 3305(63) of the present Gode require all dogs. 
four months old and over to be licensed. If the law is obeyed 
all dogs in Virginia are now personal property the same as 
any other item of personal property. Sections· 28·6, 306' ancl 
307 of our present" Tax Code require eve:ry taxpayer,. own-
ing- personal property as classified in Section 283 of Tax 
Code (which in item 15 of said Section covers all personal 
property), to- file a return thereof and list at fair market 
value all property he owns. Section 310 of Tax Code re-
quires each Commissioner of the R~venue to ascertain and 
assess all personal property not exempt from taxation. The 
above Tax Code Sections it would seem answer the lower 
court "s contention that fhere is no provision for listing or 
assessing dogs for taxation. Even if it does not the court 
cannot legislate but only construe the acts of the legislature 
as passed. Neither can it add to nor take from the acts as 
passed. The Court cannot remedy what the legis1ature has 
failed to do. It is well settled law that in construing stat-
utes, words used are to be given their ordinary and usual 
meaning and each word given some effect. See Harri.c;on v. 
Wii;sle, 98 Va. 597; C01nrnonwealth v. Baile.y, 124 Va. 800; 
Willis v. Kolnsbock, 109 Va. 475, 21 L. R. A. (N. S.} 1009 ~ 
Simpson, v. Simpson, 162 Va. 621, 94 A. L. R. 909. The words 
of the statute .listed or assessed .for taxation do not require· 
that any form of taxation for property tax or license tax must 
be paid before a valid prosecution can be had, but on the 
other hand, only that a listing or an assessment be made. 
9* *The fact that D. E. Adams, so that he might engage 
in fox hunting and the lawful keeping of his dog·s, has: 
paid a tax,, in this incident a license tax, in no way complies 
with a clear and unambig·uous requirement in reference to 
those acts on the part of the property owner that must pre-
cede the paying of all personal property taxes. 
The Courts of Virgfoia have established and laid down 
clearly defined, yet simple, rules which the court shall be 
guided by in construing- and interpreting: penal statutes. The 
case of Fa.ulk11,er v. Town of 8oicth Hoston, 141 Va~ 517, 
clearly states the ruleR under wllicb the courts are confined 
in construing legislation. At page 524 of opinio~ in the 
above case the following language is used, '' Courts cannot 
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read into a statute something that is not within the manifest 
intention of the legislature, as gathered from the statute it-
self. To depart from the meaning expressed by the words 
is to alter the statute, to legislate and not to interpret." 25 
R. C. L. 963, section 218, citing· many cases. Continuing the 
court says: "In the case of JJ:fol(ay v. ConimonweaUh, 137 
Va. 830, 120 S. E. 139, the court said: 'A penal statute can-
not be extended by implication or construction. It cannot be 
made to embr~ce cases not within the letter thoug·h within 
the reason and policy of the law. To constitute the offense the 
act must be both within the letter and spirit of the statute 
defining it. Those who contend that a penalty is imposed 
must show that the words of the act distinctlv cover the case. 
No conviction can be had if the words are· merely equally 
capable of a construction that would, and one that would not, 
inflict the penalty. If a penal statute be so ambiguous as to 
leave reasonable doubt of its meaning, it is the duty of the 
court to refuse to impose the penalty. Sutherland on Statu-
tory Construction, 350, 352-853'. Enoch v. Com11wnwealth, 
ante, page 411, 126 S. E. 2:22/' 
Illustrative that this is still the law in Virginia, reference 
can be had to the case of Boyles v. City of Roanoke, 179 Va. 
484, 19 S. E. (2nd) 662, at page 663, headnotes 3 and 4; the 
following· language h; used, '' Penal statutes are to be con-
strued strictly against the State and favorably to the liberty 
of the citizen. To constitute the offense the act must come 
within bot}1 the letter and spirit of the statute. Michie 's Va. 
and W. Va. Digest, Vol. 9., p. 57. ·words of a penal law 
10* will not be extended by *implication to the prejudice of 
the accused, and all reasonable doubt will he resolved 
in his favor." 
The Court is familiar with the weight attacl1ed to the re-
visors' notes which are appended to the 1919 Code, which 
notes were made by such men as Martin P. Burks, vV. JI. Lile 
and John B. :Minor. The purpose of these notes being· for 
the aid of the bar and the courts in construing· and applying 
Code Sections of Virginia law that mig·ht in the future give 
rise to debatable construction and application of the words 
used by the legislature of Virginia, in tl1is case we have the 
advantage of the opinion of these able men, in that they first 
added that part of Section 4467, involved in this case, and 
second that there might be no misunderstanding of their 
meaning of the words used by the legislature at their sugges-
tion bad this comment and interpretation to make: '' As to 
acts made unlawful by the latter part of the section tl1e 
REVISOR.S lrnve extended the protection to fowls and to 
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dogs LISTED or ASSESSED FOR taxation'' there is no 
suggestion even by implication that any form of taxatioi1 
must be paid as a prerequisite to a prosecution under this 
section. 
The words ''Listed'' and ''Assessed'' are words that have 
a clearly defined legal meaning both to the layman as well 
as to courts, therefore, there can be no ambig·uity as to the 
meaning of these two ,vords. 
Where the meaning· of words used in a statute is clear 
courts have 110 power but to declare it and leave questions 
of policy to the legislature where it properly belongs. See 
Posey v. Common-wealth, 123 Va. 551, also see Chandler v. 
Peninsu,la Light atJ'ld Poicer Company, 152 Va .. 903., holding 
that "'Vhere the laugua.ge is clear, hut not as broad as it 
might have been, the courts cannot give words new meanings 
excluded by the letter of the law as read.'' In line with this 
see also Franklin Railway Company v. Shoeniaker, 156 Va. 
619, holding that a statute plain on its face must be taken at 
its face value. And then TY atkins v. If all, 161 Va. 924, hold-
ing that courts cannot put construction on plain words which 
would amount to holding that the legislature did not mean 
what it has actually expressed. 
11 • *From the above cited authorities it appears that the 
language used in Code Section 4467 can have but one 
meaning, namely, that no tax of whatsoever kind. or whatso-
ever nature must be paid to make out a valid case, but on 
the other hand, that only a listing or assessment mui:;t be 
made. 
Under the present ruling in this case a dog two or three 
months old could be deliberately or maliciouslv shot or 
wounded and yet there could be 110 prosecution .. under the 
statute involved because no license tax wou]d have been paid, 
on the other band, however., unoler a literal interprefation 0£ 
this statute a dog two or tbree months old quite properly 
could be listed o.r assessed for taxation and consequently be 
.the subject of a valid prosecution. 
Keeping in mind that no tax is required to be paid by this 
section, it follows therefore, that merely paying some form 
of tax ·by a dog owner surely is not a substitute for the re-
quirement of a listing or assessing·, to reach such a conclusion 
is to read something into the law .that is not there. 
Bea.ring out this position may it be observed that at the 
time the :portion of .Section 4467 involved in this ease was 
passed, t:he .law in Virgi11ia did require thait dogs should be 
listed bv the owners thereof with the Commissioner of Reve-
nue. .Code :Sec. 2316 of the 1919 Code, Acts 1912, at page 499, 
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reads as follows: "It shall be the duty of the commissioner 
-0f revenue in the counties of this State to take annually, "at 
the time of listing the taxable property therein, a list of all 
dog·s over three months old, showing whether male or female, -
with the name of the owner or person in whose possession the 
same is found, upou the oath or affirmation of the owner or 
housekeeper, or head of the family, with whom, or on whose 
lot or plantation any dog or dogs may be found, as to the 
number of dogs such person may own or have, or as may be 
-0n his lot, plantation, or premises, whether owned by him 
( or her) or not, and shall return such list of dogs to the 
derk 's office of their respective counties at the time when 
they return their lists of taxable property, under the like 
fines, penalties, and forfeitures as are now incurred by them 
for neglect of similar duties in listing and returning taxable 
pr.operty.' ' · 
12• *For the purpose of illustrating the force and merit 
of this assignment of error we mig'1lt assume the follow-
ing hypothetical cas.e: .Assume the .same facts as pr.o:ved in 
this case with the omis.sion, however., of any evidence prov-
ing that any form of tax ha.cl .actually b.een paid on the dogs 
involved, but that evidence had be.en introduced proving con-
clusively that the dogs had been listed by the owner with the 
Commissioner of Revenue of the County, and that the shoot-
ing was done maliciously and unlawfully, surely the .court 
would .not sustain a motion to dismiss the case against the 
accused on the ·grounds that no tax had been paid. This 
would be proper for the simple reason that Section 4467 only 
requires a listing or an as.sessing. It is hardly conceivable 
that anyone would contend that the .Commonwealth had not 
made out a case, it having pr.oven .every element of the crime 
se.t out in the Statute. To hold otherwise w.ould be an utter 
disregard of the language of the Statute. This being true 
·certamlv the Court cannot substit.u,te wo1~cls of entirelv dif-
ferent iiieaning and result .and say .that they have the· same 
force and effect; that the statutes say one thing in plain and 
unambiguous words that are familiar to everyone, yet the 
intent was something· entirely foreign to the words us.ed. T.o 
do this ·would require. the Court to legislate rather than con-
strue. 
It is very important that the Court pass on this question. 
So far as the petitioner is informed it is of :first impression 
in our State and the question involved should be set at rest. 
If something de.sirable is lacking the Legislature can amend 
the act, but this is not the province of the Court. 
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Assignment of. Error Number two:: 
. 
From the verdiet of the jury it is plain that the petitioner 
was not fined for just shooting at the dogs of D. E. Adams. 
Something had inflamed the jury against him ; their passion 
had been aroused. The evidence of Frank Bruce Gilliam 
(Record, page 57) admitted by the Court, over the objection 
of your petitioner, that he saw two skeletons of dog·s on the 
Anderson place in ,June contributed greatly to this. The in-
ference being that Anderson was a dog kille:r. The witness 
admitted he had no way of knowing how, when or who put 
the skeletons there. The only purpose of the evidence-
13* was to inflame the jury against the *petitione:r. That 
is exactly what it did. The evidence had no bearing~ 
whatever with the present case.. In no way was the peti-
tioner connected with the skeletons. · Your petifamer was 
greatly harmed by said evidence. 
The witness, Robert Gil1iam, was allowed to testify that in 
the summer of 1943., your petitioner stated to the witness that 
your petitioner ''was going- to kill all the God damn Adamses,. 
dogs that came across llis place", see record, page 62. lt was 
impossible for anyone to identify the pack of dogs that eame 
across your petitioner's pasture. Mr. H. H. Dickerson testi-
fied he could not recog·nize tI1em. .Adams testified not a 
sound was made except the barking of the dogs. The witness 
was connected by marriage with Adams. T11is evidence was 
intended to arouse the passion of the jury against your peti-
_tioner, which it succeeded in doing. "\Yhile the jury was out 
the witness stated that your petitioner stated '' he was going 
to kill all the God damn Adamses and all their dogs that 
come across there''. See tecord, page 60. The witness 
changed this somewhat after the jury came back.. It is in-
teresting to note that D. E. Adams testified that neither of 
the Andersons had ever spoken to him during their life ( see-
record, page 14). ·with the one exception testified to by R.oh-
ert Gilliam there is no sng·gestion even of any hard feeling 
between your petitioner and Adams or that there J1ad ever 
been any trouble between them. Gilliam's evidence is un-
believable and should not have been admitted, as it was not 
relevant to the issue and would inflame the jury. 
Assignment of Error Number Three: 
This assignment of error is fully covered by the argument 
in Assignment of Error Number One (b). 
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Assignment of Error Number Four: 
This assig·nment of error is likewise covered in tl1e argu-
ment in Assignment of Error Number One (b). 
CONCLUSION. 
This case presented, first, a clear cut issue of fact, namely: 
was the shooting done maliciously or for the protection of 
property rights. Tho uncontradicted evidence established 
that the dogs were shot because they were molesting and 
chasing the livestock of the defendant. Therefore, the de-
fendant was entirely within his rights in so protecting his 
property by shooting number 10 shot at the dogs. 
14* *The second vital question involved in this case is an-
swered by reference to the Code Section 4467 itself; by 
reference to the Revisors' notes appended to Section 4467 
of the Code of 1919, it is conclusive that the legislature meant 
to protect only dogs that have been "listed or assessed for 
taxation''. These clogs were not listed or assessed for taxa-
tion., therefore, this Section 4467 has not been violated and 
consequently no crime has been committed. The verdict 
should have been set aside and the accused dismissed. 
For these reasons and others your petitioner prays that a 
writ of error may be awarded him and that the judgment 
complained of may be reviewed and reversed. 
A copy of this petition for a writ of error was delivered 
to Frank N. \Vatkins, Esq., attorney for the Commonwealth 
on the 16th clay of December, l94B. 
This petition will he filed with the Clerk of the Supreme 
Court of Appeals of Virginia at Rfohmond, Virginia, on De-
cember 17, 1943. 
The petitioner desires to adopt this petition as his, brief. 
Respectfully submitted, 
GEORGE ABBITT, JR., 
Vtl. M:. ABBITT, 
Appomattox, Virgi11ia., 
Counsel for Petitioner. 
W. C. ANDERSON, 
by Counsel. 
15* *We, tlrn undersigned nttorneys at law practicing in 
the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia, do certify 
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that in our opinion there is error in the judgment complained 
of in the foregoing petition and that the said judgment should 
be reviewed and reversed. 
Given under our hands this 14th day of December, 1.943. 
GEORGE ABBITT, JR., 
Appomattox, Virginia, 
·w. M. ABBITT, 
Appomattox, Virginia. 
Received December 17, 1943. 
M. B. Vv ATTS, Clerk. 
January 18., 1944. ,,r rit of error and super.sedeas awarded 
by the court. Bond $300. 
M. B. vV. 
RECORD 
VIRGINIA: 
In the Circuit Court of Prince Edward County. 
Commonwealth of Virginia 
v. 
W. C. Anderson and CloYis Anderson 
MISDEMEANOR (APPEAL FR01\I TRIAL JUSTICE). 
'Tran~cript of the testimony and other incidents of the trial 
of the above entitled case on September 21-27th, 1943, at 
Farmville, Virginia, before Hon. Joel ,v. Flood and a jury. 
Appearances: Frank N. "\Vatkins, Attorney for the Com-
monwealth. 
"\V. M. Abbitt and Geo. F. Abbitt, Jr., Counsel for the de-
fendant. 
The warrant issued in this ca~e was duly copied and filed 
in this Court by J. F. Lewis, Trial Justice, of Prince Edward 
County, and is in the following words and figures, to-wit: 
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State of Virginia, 
County of Prince Edward., to-wit: 
To any Sheriff or Police Officer: 
Whereas, D. E. Adams ]ms this day made complaint and 
information on oath before me, J. F. Lewis, Trial Justice of 
the said County, that ·w. C. Anderson & Clovis Anderson in 
the said County did on the 23rd day of July, 1943; Unlawfully 
(1) maliciously shoot, wound and otherwise injure the dogs 
·of D. E. Adams., the owner, (2) that W. C. Anderson in said 
County, and on the 23rd day of ~July, 1943, did unlawfully & 
maliciously shoot, wound and otherwise damage the dogs of 
D. E. Adams, and that Clovis Anderson was present, aiding, 
counselling and abetting the said W. C. Anderson 
page 2 ~ in doing the acts aforesaid;. ( 3) the said Clovis An-
derson in the said County did on the 23rd day of 
.July, 1943, unlawfully and maliciously shoot, wound and 
·otherwise damage dogs of D. E. Adams, and that said W. C . 
.Anderson in the County and day aforesaid was present, aid-
ing, counselling and abetting the said Clovis Anderson in the 
acts aforesaid., (4-) that ·w. C. Anderson in the said County 
-on the 23rd day of July, 1943, did unlawfully assault D. E. 
Adams by shooting· a shotgun at and in the direction of the 
said D. E. Adams. These are, therefore, to command you, 
in the name of the Commonwealth, to apprehend and bring 
before the Trial Justice Court of the said County, the body 
(bodies) of the above accused, to answer the said complaint 
and to be further dealt with aceording to law. And you arc 
:also directed to summon : D. E. Adams, Hug·h Dickinson, 
Frank Gilliam, Charlie Bruce Gilliam, Bob .Gilliam, and H.. 
H. Dickinson, Jr. as witnesses. 
Given under my hand and seal, this 2nd day of August, 
1943. 
,J. F. LEV\7IS, Trial Justice (Seal) 
(On back) 
A.ppealccl to Circuit Court 8-24-43 . 
• J. F. LEvVIS, TriaLT11stice 
JJage .3 } And on September 21, 1943, the following .order 
was entered.: 
I6 Supreme Conrt of Appeals of Virginia. 
Commonweal!h of Virginia: 
v. 
W. C. Anderson and Clovis Anderson 
' .. , 
MISDEMEANOR-APPEAL FR011 TRIAL .JUSTICE 
COUR'l~ .. 
W. C, .Anderson and CloYis Anderson, who stand charged 
with a misdemeanor. to-wit. unlawfullv and maliciouslv shoot-
ing, wounding· and otherwise inju;ing the dogs of D. E .. 
Adams, etc., this day personally appeared in Court ancl 
pleaded ''Nat Gnilty". And thereupon came a jury, to-wit: 
S. B. McKay, H. P. Henderson., W. M. Gilliam, Jr., A. E-
J ones and Henry Schmidt, who were seleeted, drawn ancl 
summoned according to law, and sworn tl1e truth of and upon 
the premises to speak and a true verdict render, acco·rding to 
the evidence. And after the evidence for the Commonwealth 
had been introduced, the defendant, Clovis Anderson moved 
the Court to strike the evidence of the Cornmonwealt]1 as to 
him on the ground that such evidence was not sufficient to 
sustain a verdict ag·ainst him, which motion tI1e Court sus-
tained.. And, after all of tbe evidence, both for the Common-
wealth and for the accused, had been introduced, the said 
W. C. Anderson moved the Court to strike the evidence of 
the Commonwealth as to him on the ground that such evidence 
was not sufficient to support a verdict against him in this 
case·, which motion was overruled by the Court, and to which 
action of the Court in overruling said motion, the def eudant 
excepted~ And the jnry having heard all of the evidence, re-
tired to their room to consider of their verdict, and after-
some time r·eturrred info Court and rendered their verdict as 
follows: ''"\Ve, the jury, find W. C. Anderson guilty 
page 4 ~ and fix his punishment at a fine of $250.00". Where-
upon the defendant, ·w. C. Ander~on, moved the-
Court to set aside the verdict of the jury as contrary to the-
law and the evidence, and becaus·e of the Court's admission 
of evidence objected to during· the trial of the defendant for 
reasons assig·ned at time of objections and exceptions; th~ 
Court's refusal to strike the evidence and dismiss the case as 
to 1..V. C. Anderson; for the f ailm·e of the Commonwealth's 
evidence to prove that the dogs involved bad been listed and 
assessed for taxation as specifically required by Code Sec-
tion 4467 under wl1icb tl10 accused was prosecuted; for the· 
Oourt giving instruction N mnber "3" for the Commonwealth, 
for the reason it does not comply with the C'ocle S'ection 4467; 
and because of the refusal of the Court to give for the de-
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fendant the instruction, lettered "D"; and give hhn a. new 
trial. And by consent of parties further hearing of such mo-
tion to set aside the verdict and grant a new trial is continued 
for further hearing in this Court on the 27th day of Septem-
ber, 1943, at 10 o'clock A. M. 
And on September 27th, 1943, the following order was en-
tered to-wit: 
This day came again the Att01·ney for the Commonwealth, 
and the accused also appeared in person nncl by his attorney, 
to be further heard on the motion made at a former day of 
this term to set aside the verdict of the jury rendered in this 
case against the defendant, as contrary to the law and the 
evidence, and to grant the defendant a new trial; 
page 5 ~ and having fully heard the argument of counsel, the 
Court doth overrule said motion to set aside said 
verdict of the jury and g-rant a new tria.l ; to which action of 
the Court in overruling said motion the defendant excepted 
and prayed that his said exception be noted of record. There-
upon it is considered by the Court that the said vV. C. Ander-
son do pay a fine of Two Hundred and Fifty Dollars, for the 
use of the Commonwealth, together with the costs of this 
prosecution; and in case of default in such payment, that he 
be confined in Jail according to law; but said V-l. C. Ancler~on 
having indicated hh; intention to apply to the Supreme Court 
of Appeals of Virginia for a writ of error and .r.:upet·sedea.s 
herein, on his motion, execution of this sentence is suspended 
for a period of sixty days from this date, in which time he 
may prepare and submit to the .Judge of tllis Court his bills 
of exception herein. And said ,v. C. Anderson was released 
on his bail heretofore g·iven in this case. 
page 6 ~ Virgfoia: 
In the Circuit Court for the County of Prince Edward. 
Commonwealth of Virginia 
v. 
W. C. Anderson and Clovis Anderson 
September 21, 1943 
Before Honorable .Joel vV. ],lood and ,Jury. 
W. C. Anderson charged with ·unlawfully and maliciously 
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D. E. Adams. 
shooting, wounding and otherwise damaging the dogs of D. 
E. Adams., and 
Clovis Anderson charg·ed ,vith aiding and abetting in the 
above. 
Counsel for the Commonwealth: Frank N. ·w atkins. 
Counsel for the defense: 'Watkins M. Abbitt, George F. 
Abbitt, Jr. 
page 7 ~ EVIDENCE INTRODUCED ON BEHALF OF THE 
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA. 
D. E. ADAMS, 
Sworn. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Watkins: 
Q. Mr. Adams, where do you live? 
A. I live in the upper end of Prince Edward County, Buf-
falo District. 
Q. Anywhere near Pamplin 1 
A. About three miles or a little more. 
Q. About three miles. On or about J u]y the 23rd were any 
of your dogs shot f 
A. I went hunting that morning and jumped a fox. One 
of my neighbors-
Q. \Vait and I will ask you. ,Tust answer the questions 
and save time. vYhere did the shooting· take place f 
A. Over tliere near Mr. A.ndersou 's spring. 
Q. In what county is this spring"? 
A. It is in Prince Edward. 
Q. Prince Edward County. ·what time in the day f 
A. About three o'clock one morning. 
Q. Three o'clock in the morning? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How many of your dog·s were. shot? 
A. It was four of 'em shot but two of 'em was shot worse 
than any of the rest of 'em. 
· Q. How were they sl10t 1 
pag·e 8 } A. One of them was shot in his feet., in his shoul-
der, and one shot in the neck. I counted forty-seven 
shot in his neck and in his left side and the other one was 
shot in his feet. Some of them was shot through the cars on 
the left side. 
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. Q. vVere uuy of them shot hard enougl1 to bring blood? 4-. Yes, sir, the whole side of two of 'em was just as bloody 
~s 1f you'd thrown it on 'em. 
Q. Were those dog-s licensed or noU 
A. Yes, sir, I got tags and receipts to show I got tags and 
name plates on 'e;m and hunting license too. 
Q. Have you got any of the collars with you t 
A. Yes, sir, I got one the shot went through and some of it 
stopped in the collar. · 
fJ. ·vv as that collar on one of the dogs f 
A. Yes., sir. 
Q. "\Vas that dog injured other than being shot in the col-
lar? 
A. Shot in the feet and left ears and shot in his neck, in 
bis shoulder. Shot were so deep in there I couldn't pick 
'em out. 
Q. Now, I want you to state to His Honor and the Jury 
_just what took place the morning that these dogs were shot. 
A. "\V ell, they went on through there running, and 
page 9 ~ just before they got to the Darlington-
Q. Tell the Jury where you started, how you hap-
pened to be there and whether anybody was with you. 
A. The beginning of my-One of my neighbors asked me,-
foxes was eating· chickens and to come up and run 'em. I 
went up thcre-
Q. Where did you got 
A. Up the main road to the Darlington Heights. 
Q. ·whose chickens? 
A. Charlie Moore's. 
Q. How far does Charlie :Moore live from Mr . .Andersont 
A. About two miles and a half. 
Q. About two miles and a halft 
A. Yes., sir. 
Q. Go ahead and tell it. 
A. Well, they went right in there at Charlie Moore's and 
jumped a fox and went towards Mr. Logwood 's place and 
doubled around in there. Before they got to the hard sur-
face, Darlington Heights, three of those got after the young 
one and caught him be:fore they crossed the Darlington 
Heights Road. They was doubling the old fox at that time .. 
·when they caught. it they broke and went back to these others 
.and went right around Mr. Riddell's, Anderson's, Carpen-
ter's, and went about a mile ancl a half and come: 
page 10 r back in the same direction. That's when it sounded 
like an army broke loose, bang, bang, bang with 
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D. E .. Adam,s .. 
a shotgun and a rifle, one of these army rifleH. I hollerecl. 
"Man, for Lord's sake don't shoot my dogs.Hand he say ''I'll 
kill every damn one of 'em and you too". I waited on a few 
minutes and he was closer to me when he: shot at me than he-
was when he shot at the dogs, and the shot fell all over me. 
I was in just about, I'd say, two or three hundred yards, it: 
sound like, from where the shots was ft red. 
Q. I want to hand you a plat. Come rig-lit around here .. 
(Showing plat to witness) Now, Mr. Adams, this is a plat 
of the farm of Mr. Anderson. There's his dwellin~; house 
(indicating· point on plat). I want you to put a mark or 
show where you were standing and where the dog·s first went 
when they went across Mr. Anderson's place. 
A .. I don't know much about this· here thing. 
Q. Here's the house. Here's nlr .. Dickerson over he-re ( in-
dicating points on plat). Here's the old Long place .. Here's 
the Martin Womack place. Here's the Hobbs place .. Here's: 
the Riddell place. Here's the Norfolk and Western over 
here. · 
A. Yes. 
Q. "\'\There were you f On whose land were you at the time-
that the dog·s first went across· Mr. Anderson's place? 
A. Well, I was on the Darlington Road and a, route goes-
. this way to the railroad. I was in here (indicat-
page 11 ~ ing· point on plat) "\Vhen they went out of hear-
ing, I walked out on Long's place rig·ht here at the 
forks of the road. One goes to Dickerson's dowu here. I 
was standing right here (indicating points on plat). 
Q. Well, from where-How far is that forks of the road 
from Mr. Anderson 1s land? 
A. Well, from where I was standing it's a hundred ancl 
fifteen yards, from where I was standing here. 
Q. To what point? 
A. To the nearest point on the line, Mr. Anderson's line. 
Q. Put an "X" there where you were standing· when the 
shooting took place. 
A. I was standing right here, sir ( placing· '' X'' .on the 
plat). 
Q. All right. N_ow, a road goes from tllere? 
A. One road goes out by Mr. Anderson "s place, goes out 
here to the railroad. · 
Q. "\Vbat kind of a road is that'? 
A. "\Vell, it was a public road. l\fr. Heald, Mr. ,J olm H. 
Heald in Lynchburg, bought it all, this through here (i:ncli-
• 
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eating· land on plat). He had this road built here to the 
Heald 's land. 
Q. Is that road open nowt 
A. No, sir, it's stopped up. 
Q. Stopped up'? 
page 12 ~ A. One's right next to Diekerson 's, pretty close 
to the fork here where I wns standing. 
Q. Draw a line. Here is Dickerson's house (indicating 
point on plat). Draw a line from tlJis point where you were 
standing. Draw a line to Dickerson's house. 
A. It's a road goes this way, one to Heald 's land., the road 
right where I was standing, right here (indicating· road on 
plat). 
Q. From that point to the nearest point was how fad 
A. vVas a hundred and fifteen yards. 
Q. All right. Now, which direct.ion did the dogs go f 
A. V-lell,-
Q. "'When they first went across bis land? 
A. vVent across here above me right here, right on 'cross 
here. ,vent across here to :Mrs. Carter's (indicating direc-
tion 011 plat). . 
Q. Did they go anywhere near a spring or anything·¥ 
A. Went rip;ht near the spring. May have been above or 
below it. It's a sag place where the shooting was. Mny 
have been above or mav have been below it. 
Q. Tell where you think the dogs crossed when they first 
went over it. Here's the i;;priup: (indicating point on plat). 
There's the spring. 
page 13 ~ A. They went right across here, kind of that 
way, and went from there across Mr. Neal's· house 
(indicating direction). 
Q. It don't show Neal's house. 
A. Anyhow,-
Q. Going· across Ridclell 's place? 
A. Yes, they went across there that away. 
Q. Put a ma1.-k there then. 
A. ("Witness puts mark on map) Went across Neal's nnd 
Mr. Cobbs' place and on down in there to a big swamp. I 
don't know where thev doubled. Thev went out of mv hear-
ing. ,vhen they come ·back they come back pretty mucli where 
they went across it. 'Twon 't fifty yards either way. 
Q. Now, in regards to the spring, wl1ere were the dogs · 
when vou first heard the shots? 
A. They was right there near the spring, come running the 
• 
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fo~ juit like he was looking right at him. Right there, pretty 
near the spring. I don't know exactly. 
Q. How far do you think it is from where the dogs were 
shot to the dwelling house of Mr. Anderson 1 
A. Well, I reckon according-I ain't measured it. I reckon 
about a h&lf a mile or maybe not that far or might have been 
farther. 
Q. Did I unde11stand you to say that the dogs were in a 
Qontinuous chase when they came on back'1 
A. Running· exactly like they was just about 
page 14 ~ catching him. If be had waited two minutes later~· 
he never wo11ld have shot 'em. They would have 
been off his place .. 
Q. Did you see either one of 'em! 
A. Never saw a soul. 
Q. Did you hear Clovis Anderson say anything? 
A. I didn't hear anybody say anything· except Mr. Ander-
son, what he told Ille. I recognized it was him when he told 
me about the shooting. 
Q. Did he, at the time of the shooting, mention anything to 
you about tlie dogs being after his cattle? 
A. That's all he said is what he said to me then. 
Q. I see. H&s he, since the dog·s were shot, at any time, 
Mr. Anderson or Clovis Anderson, made any statomont to 
you as to the dogs being after any cattle! . 
./l. No, siree. They never spoke to me in their life. If 
they did they did it out of my hearing. 
Q. l see. Neither one of them spoke to you 1 
A. This boy (referring· to Clovis Anderson) come to Pamp-
• lin after I come down and got out a warrant for him. 
Q. lVhen was that? 
A. I don't know when it was. 
By Mr. ·watkins Abbitt: ·we object to anything they might 
have said except if it was in reg·ard to the shooting that took 
place up there. He says they haven't mentioned the shoot-
ing or anything· about it since that. "'\\Te object to 
page 15 ~ anything except what relates to what took place 
up there that night. 
By the Court: Objection sustained to that extent, conver-
sation he had on another matte1'. 
Q. Mr. Adams, how far do you live from 1\Ir. Anderson! 
A. About three miles. 
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Q. Let me ask you this: You state that you heard a shot. 
A. Yes., sir. 
Q. Then you hollered? 
A. Yeah, yeah., I hollered. 
Q. And then did you hear any more shooting t 
A. After I hollered and told him not to shoot my dogs, I 
said "Man, for Lord's sake don't shoot my dogs". He says 
"I'll kill every damn one of 'em and you too". ·waited a 
few minutes and it looked like he got closer to me than he 
was when he was shooting at the dog·s and shot over in the 
woods at me. That's all he said. 
Q. Did any of them hit you 1 
A. Fell all over me like a handful of gTavels on you. Didn't 
any of them stick in me. 
Q. How far off would you say you think he was when the 
shot was made in your direction t 
A. I'm just guessing. A hundred or two yards. May 
have been closer or farther. I couldn't see him. 
page 16 r Just what I heard. When he said that he waited a 
· few minutes. He looked like he was getting closer, 
lw was walking closer to me to shoot me. I never run nary a 
'Step. Stood right in my tracks and he cut loose in the direc-
tion where I was and shot just fell all over me. 
Q. Did you hear-At ot about the time you heard the shots,· 
.gunshots, did you hear any rifle shots? 
A. The last shot was a shotgun shot. 
Q. Did you hear any rifle shots? 
A. I heard the rifle two or three times, a high-powered 
Title just shooting keen above the shotgun. 
Q. And at that time your dogs were-
A. Some of them was hollering. I commenced calling them. 
Some of them come to me. I took a chain and tied some of 
them and one never did catch up with me until I got pretty 
near home. 
Q. At the time you heard the shooting, your dogs weTe in 
u chase? 
A. Running like they wore looking at him. 
CR.OSS EXAMINATION. 
Bv Mr. ,vatkins Abbitt: 
·Q. Mr. Adams, you have got two marks on this thing. I 
rean 't tell-
A. I don't know uothing about the map. 
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Q. You've got one going up here like that. Tell 
page 17 ~ us what those two marks mean (indicating marks 
on plf!t). 
A. Here's the Long place (indicating- point on plat}. Any-
how, they went- off. I was standing where you got this ''X'' 
here. ,,._rent by this here spring l1ere, right near that spring .. 
·went across little fellow's, Neal's place., and Cobbs' place .. 
Went out of hearing- and come back p1·etty much the· way they 
went over there. 
Q. What does this long mark mean going on out (1;eferring 
to mark on plat) 7 
A.. That's the way I intended for the dogs. 
Q. How far is that from the spring 7 
A. I can't see where the spring is. 
Q. The spring is way down here two hundred yards below 
that. 
A. They went right near that spring. May have been this 
side of that or may have been on the other side of it. 
· Q. Lacks about one-twelfth of being an inch.. You have 
got four-fifths of an inch from the spring·, four hundred feet 
from the house. 
A. I'd say pretty near it. They went pretty-Hit tbe bot-
.tom in there, cleared land, and went right across. May have 
been on this side or above the spring. They went in that 
direction. 
Q~ In other words, yon don't know where they went. They 
might have g-oue four or five hundred feet beyond 
pag·e 18 ~ the spring or four or five hundred feet this side. 
A. vV ent in the sag. "\Vent in this hollow like, in 
that hollow near the spring. 
Q. I'm g·oing by that drawing. Do you mean to tell the 
Jury you don't know where they went¥ 
A. They went right near tllat spring. ·went pretty near 
that spring·. 
Q. You don't know wl1etber your mark is rig·htf 
A. I don't know anything- about that map. 
Q. Could have gone below it or could have gone up it'? 
A. Right there near it. 
Q. Yo'n are not certain about your marking·f 
A. I aimed to mark it rig;ht along· there near the spring:. 
I might have put the mark down wrong. 
Q. Do you have that collar f 
A. Yeah, I got it. Took the name plate off it. That col-
lar,-They arc number eight shot.. Mr. Clark looked at it 
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and showed it to Mr. John Lewis. Both said· they thougllt it 
looked like number eight shot. (Producing collar.) -
Q. You said it was number eig·ht shot¥ 
A. I just said I brought it down here for the Sheriff to 
look at and John Lewis looked at it. That's what they told 
me. 
Q. Could have been larger or could have been smaller 
shot? 
page 19 ~ A. That's the shot in there. I showed it direct 
to them the night after it was done. 
Q. Now, you say the dogs came down across the Ander-
son. line, crossed the Anderson land ·first up by Ridclell 's and 
then came on back. 
A. Yeah. 
Q. And wl1en they came on back they came on back near 
the spring 7 . 
A. Just pretty much-It won't twenty yards neither way 
from where they went across at coming back. Just exactly 
like a rabbit runs back wl1en vou shoot a rabbit. 
Q. Now, when they got afong· close to that sprmg·, you 
heard some shots 1 
A. Y eab., a whole lot of it. 
Q. How many? 
A. Sounded like an armv busted out over there. 
Q. Can't you estimate how many! 
A. I never counted. I'd say one thing· and somebody else 
one. I never counted. I know it was as manv as two or three 
shots with·that high-powered rifle. Nary high-powered shot 
hit nary one of the dogs. 
Q. You say you are afraid somebody else might say one 
. thing and you say another! . 
A. vVell, if I count 'em somebody else Ray they heard the 
shooting. I never counted 'em. I said it was a whole lot of 
·shots. I know it was as manv as two or three 
pag·c 20 ~ shots with tl1~t high-powered Ti°fle. 
Q. You estimated before when they tried this 
case how manv shots were fired. 
A. I don 't think I did. 
Q. You don't think you estimated it before? 
A. I don't know whether I did or not. 
Q. Can vou estimate it nowf A. I can't tell you what I said up there. I said it was n 
whole lot of shooting·. ·what I estimated two or three shots 
were a high-powered rifle. 
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Q. Didn't you say before when they asked you how many 
shots· '' I don't know, four or five times''? 
A. Well, I may have said that. 
Q. Does that appear to be about right¥ 
A. That's up to you to decide. I said two or three shots 
were a rifle. I said four or five shots were a shotgun. I don't 
recollect. 
Q. Can you tell us now how many shots were fired with 
the shotgun f 
· A. I know the last shot were a shotgun and the last shot 
he shot at me was a shotgun. 
Q. The first shot fired was a shotgun and the last shot was 
a shotgun? 
A. The last shot won't along· with the others, a few min-
utes between the last shot and all the shots together. 
Q. Now, when did you holler in reference to the 
page 21 ~ shots? · 
A. "\Vell, he kind of checked up. I hollered and 
told him not to shoot my do~ for the Lord's sake. I'd get 
'em off his place as quick as l could. He waited a few min-
utes. May have been five or ten minutes. Closer to me when 
the last shot was fired than he was when he was shooting 
at my dogs, when he told me ''I'll kill every damn one of 
them and you too''. 
Q. That was rig·ht after the first shots were fired 1 
A. A few minutes afterwards. 
Q. That he said that 1 
A. ·when he said that he was shooting the first time. 
'Twon 't the last time. 
Q. ·when did he say that f as soon as he finished shooting 
the first time? 
A. When he shot the first time, shot two or three times · 
with the rifle, shotgun, and I hollered '' )fon., don't shoot my 
dogs for the Lord's sake. I'll get 'em off there". "I'll kill 
every damn one of 'em and you too''. ,v aited five or ten 
minutes. 
Q. Back over next to the spring? 
A. ·when he was shooting at the dogs he was next to the 
spring. 
Q. "\Vho was shooting, the rifle an.d who the sl10tgnn 1 
A. I don't know. I didn't see neither one of them. 
Q. You didn't see either one- of them? 
page 22 f A. I recognized the old ma-11 's voice. 
Q. You h~ven't seen anybody? 
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.A. I haven't seen a souL 
Q. Then who shot at you with the shotgun the last time f 
A. I don't know. I don't know which one did. 
Q. You said just now in talkitig to Mr. Watkins that you, 
:after you said that, took it he was coming towards you. 
A. He waited a few minutes and the last shot he shot was 
closer to me when he shot than when he shot the dogs. The 
dogs was behind him hollering where be shot. He was be-
tween them and me. 
Q. How do you know it was the same person t 
A. Same shotgun shot there as shot my dogs. 
Q. You can tell the difference in two shots 1 
A. You can tell a twenty-gauge from a sixteen. 
Q. Can you tell two sixteen-gauges, the sound of one six-
teen from another one f 
A. Nor. 
Q. How do you know it was the same gun fired the. last 
time? 
A. Sounded like to me. 
Q .. Don't all sixteen-gauge sound the same! Same shells 
.and powder and all. 
A. I reckon it may have been a twelve-gauge. 
page 23 ~ I haven't se·en it. I seen the shot in my dogs. · 
Q. You don't know whether it was the same one? 
All you know it was two shotgun shots? 
A. Shotgun and army hig·h-powe-red rifle at that. 
Q. And the last was a shotgun f 
A. Last shot was a shotgun shot. Fell all over me. vV on 't 
no rifle. 
Q. You don't know if it was the same shotgun? 
A. I didn't see nobody or didn't see the guns or nothing. 
Q. Now, you say you were· a hundred and fifteen yards off 
·of the Anderson line? 
A. Sure I was. 
Q. How far is it from his line to that sprjng 1 
A. ·where l said the line was·, vVell, I imagine two hun-
dred and fiftv yards from w11ere the line was to the spring. 
Q. From his. line to the spring? -
A. Yes. 
Q. You don't think it's any further than that? . 
A. It may have been a little further. May not been quite 
that far. · · · 
Q. You were vrny down the line.. That would have· made 
you further than the line.. 
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.A .. No, I won't over the line. "\Vhere do you get tl1at att 
Q. You just answer the question .. You say you 
page 24 ~ were way down here t 
A. Yeah. • 
Q. You were from here rig·ht straight a hundred and fif-
teen yards,. weren't you f (Indicating direction and point on 
plat.) 
A. No, you .wait a minute. Let me show you .. ·where is. 
Dickerson's place at? Here's Dickerson's. 
Q. Here's Dickerson's (indicating on plat). 
A. Where's the spring i 
Q. Here's the spring (indicating on plat). 
A. Here's the spring. 
Q. ··where were you standing·! 
.A. Right where it crosses. · 
Q. Didn't you tell us a hundred and fifteen yards¥ 
A .. Nearer tl1is wav to the line than it's to Dickerson's. 
Q. You told him the closest place to that line was a hun-
dred and fifteen yards. 
A. Yards. It "s closer this way '(indicating). 
Q. "\Vhat? 
A. I never stepped it to Dickerson's line. Here's Ander:.. 
son's place in here too (indicating· point on plat). 
Q. You are talking about up here 1 · 
A. I was talking about from where I was standing toward 
the spring where they were shot, and I was a Imndred ancl 
fifteen yards from his line. 
Q. To the closest point? 
page 25 ~ A. To his place. To his place. 
Q. Two hundred and fifty yards over to the-
spring f 
A. May lrnve been more. J\fav not be as much .. 
Q. Th~t's your best estimate'? 
A. I'm just g·uessing at it. 
Q. How far is that spring· to Dickerson's line f 
A. To Dickerson's line? Three or four hundred yards, I 
reckon. 
Q. Now, do you think it is tlmt fad There's this line 
(indicating line on pfat). These little marks make a whole 
lot of difference. 
A. It may be tliree or four hundred yards. I'm just guess-
in2· at it. · 
·Q. Didn't you tell J\fr. Lewis you lmew as much about that 
place as ]\fr. Anderson t 
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A. I know about where the line is. 
Q. You say from the spring- to Dickerson's line is three 
or four hundred yards 1 Look on the map. Can't vou see 
the line, · 
A. They have cut this place since Mr. Anderson's been 
here. 
Q. Can't you see where the spring was f Does it appear-
Don't it appear to be a lot closer t]rnn it was to the line where 
you were standing, from the spring to Dickerson's? 
A. Closer :(rom the spring to Dickerson's. 
Q. vVhy did you say three or four hundred yards 
page 26 ~ to-from the spring· to Mr. Dickerson's t You 
would have been a heap further away. 
A. He was right near the spring like I told you. 
Q. And you say you think it's a half mile from the spring· 
to Dickerson's house? 
A. I'm g·uessing at it. l\Iay have been· that far. :May not 
have been that far. 
Q. You are sure the last shot fired up there was a shot-
gun? 
A. I reckon I'm sure when the shot fell all over me. 
Q. You don't know who fired it? 
A. Never seem nobodv. 
Q. Haven't seen this~ hoy¥ (Ref erring· to Clovis Ander-
son) 
A. I haven't seen the boy or old man either but I recog-
nized it was the old man's voice. 
Q. You didn't know whether this boy even spent the night 
there? 
A. I don't know wlietlrnr he's g-ot a home there or not. 
Q. Why did you think he was'·along? 
A. Always shootin!?,' at. fox dog-s and killing 'em. 
Q. Have you ever known him to kill one 1 A. Runs 1·hi:M under his daddy's heels. I don't know. His 
claddv said he'd kill everybody's dogs that crossed the 
· place. 
page 27 ~ Q. You said it because other people had said 
it? 
Rv Mr. ,v~1tkins: J think it should he an explanation of 
w110· issued the warrant. or spoke for it. Tt was issued upon 
facts submitted to the Commonwealth's Attorne:'\r. rrhe war-
rant was issued before l\fr. ,John Lewis, Trial .Justice. 
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Q. Did you swear to the warrant! 
A. Yes., sir. 9. You tell the Comt and the .Jury you don't know any~ 
thmg about where this boy was f 
A. I don't know. They may have stayed all night in the 
woods. I never seen any one of them. . 
Q. If you will just answer my question. Do you know 
whether or not this boy was in tl1e neighborhood that night 
or notf 
A. No, I don't know. It was somebody shooting the rifle 
and somebody shooting the shotgun. · 
Q. Two or three shotgun shots fired first f 
A. Two or three different shots. 
Q. It fired two or three times! 
A. Shotgun shot when I hollered. They could have shot 
two or three times while I was hollering. I said two or three 
shots were high-powered rifle and may have been five or six, 
maybe more. Sounded like an army busted out over there. 
Q. Can you tell us which shot first, the rifle or 
pag·e 28 ~ the shotgun? 
A. Sounded to me the shotgun and rifle come 
on behind it and shot two or three times. I don't know which. 
You could hear it above the shotgun, keen. If you have ever 
heard a high-powered rifle shoot, you can tell it from a shot-
gun. 
Q. ·when the dogs were shot, shot scattered all around f 
A. 'Where? Q. On the dogs 1 
A. Every one of the dogs, I told you, was shot from the 
left side. They was between., the clog·s was on the other side 
of them and they was on tbe side next to me when th~y were 
shooting the dogs. The dogs were going kind of out and I 
was over here on the kind of east of 'em. 
· Q. The clogs were coming more or leRs toward yon f 
A. Coming above me going kind of, not exactly west., but 
kind of--
Q. The~·v would liave come out to the north? 
A. No, they wouldn't. They was a hove me. 
Q. Over closer to the railroad or over the other way! 
A. No, they won't close to no railroad. 
Q. The spring was further north than you were. 
A. Sure it was. 
Q. You said the dogs were coming toward the spring. 
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.A. You don't know tbe direction I was stand-
J>age 29} ing.. I told you the best I knew how. 
Q ... Whereabouts would the dogs have come out 
if he hadn't shot 'emf 
A. They would have got back to the Darlington Heights 
.Road four or five or six hundred vards to the other road 
through that opening·. They would have come out before he 
ever got there.. He "-:'as running. 
Q. Here's the spring (indicating point on plat). You 
pointed you were standing there (indicating point on plat). 
Where would the dogs have come out if they had kept in a 
straight line! 
A. They'd have come out-.. You see where Martin Wo-
mack 's place here is, where I was standing, and here's the 
Lo.ng Place (indicating all points on plat). When they went 
.across here they went across this way. 
Q. Now, I understood they came back the same way¥ 
A. Pretty much. If you fox hunt they go off on a long 
~·un-
Q. vVeren 't they coming· in about the same way they had 
l)eeu '? 
A. May have been on this side of the spring. 
Q. ·which way would they have come out from where you 
were standing! 
A. On the Long Place. They would have come back right 
here 0;1 the ,:vornac.k's place and hit there (indi,.. 
vag·e 30 } ca ting on plat) . 
Q. That" would have been nearer you, between 
you and the railroad? 
· A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I asked vou that just now. 
A. They come between me and the railroad. 
Q. They were to the north of you? 
A. Kind of north and running kind of west. 
Q. Running to the north of you and the dog·s were between 
-vou and his house if he shot 'em? 
~ A. He was on this side. He shot 'em on the left side and 
-got closer to me and shot me this way. 
· Q. He was shooting l)ack on his place when he shot at the 
clo~sY 
A. ,v11en he shot at me he was shooting off his l)lace. 
, Q. If vou will answer my guestion. He was sb:ooting to-
wa rcls his place T 
A. Sure he was. 
.. 
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Q. At the dogs Y .All the dogs were shot on the left ·J 
A. All the dogs· were shot on the left side·. . 
Q. You don't know which shoulder he was shooting from 
when he shot over toward you 1 
A. He was shooting opposite way fmm the dO'gs when he· 
shot towards me. 
Q. Where were the dogs then? 
A. Around there hollering. I was· calling· 'em-
page 31 f They was coming right straight I tied 'e1~ until 
I got away. 
Q. Coming straight? 
A. The dogs never come until after I1e s l10t at me. 
Q. Not until after his last shoU 
A. No. 
Q. You don't know who shot that shot? 
A. No, I don't know .. I didn't see nobody .. 
Q. All right. 
Witness stands aside .. 
HUGH H. DICKERSON, 
DIRECT·· EXAMINATION .. 
Bv :Mr. Watkins: 
·Q. ,vhere do you live, :Mr. Dickerson f 
.A. Live near Pamplin. 
Q. You live anywhere near Mr~ Anderson r 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. W. C. Anderson f 
A. Place joins mine. 
Q. Do you know anythi~g· about the shooting of the dogs 
on the night of the 23rd belonging· to Mr. Adams J 
A. Yes, sir, I heard the shots. 
Q. Now, just tell exactly what you know and what you 
heard. 
page 32 A. It was afte-i· three o'clock in the morning that 
I awoke and the dogs· woke me and they were run-
ning a fox. Looked like they was about to catch him. I got 
up and went to tlie window and listened at the chase. It_ 
wasn't very long after I got to the window before I hearcT 
five shots right pretty close together, and then later on I l1eard 
Mr. Adams calling his dogs. That was all tba t I heard. 
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Q. Do you know whether or not Mr. Anderson has any 
sheep or livestock over there Y 
.A.. Hasn't any sheep to my knowing. 
Q. You have been over there recently 1 
A. Not since last year some time in July. 
Q. As I understand, do you live on the adjoining farm., one 
of the adjoining farms T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I '11 show you this plat here of the Dickerson farm. I 
.notice H. H. Dickerson right there. Is that your place? 
(Shows plat to witness) 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That is where you live? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. About how far clo you. live, is your house from the 
spring? 
A. I'd say two hundred and fifty yards. 
Q. Two hundred and fifty yards. Which direction does 
your house face in regards to Mr. Anderson's house? 
A. The east, kind of. The back of my house is 
page 33 ~ between north here and east. 
Q. In other words, in the hack of your house you 
would be looking over in the direction of Mr. Anderson's 
house? 
A. Not exactly. His house is a little to the left. 
Q. Little to the left Y 
A. Or west. 
Q. Where were you in your house when you heard those 
dogs? 
A. I was at the window at the back of the house. 
Q. Did you hear the dogs when they-How many times did 
you hear the dogs cross tl1e Anderson property? 
A. They had made the circle and going back when I heard 
'em. 
Q. How do you lmow they made the circle? 
A. Going back from the way they came from. 
Q. How do you know¥ Had you heard 'em before that 
night? 
A. No, sir, I hadn't l1eard 'em. 
Q. What I'm trying to get at iEl: You only heard one 
chase, didn't you? · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. It passed in hearing- distance of your house once Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
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4 Q. You don't know whether they were running 
page 34 ~ or jumped one in another direction, do you Y 
A. Well, the dogs was going from this direction 
here back that away (indicating direction on plat). _ 
Q. I see. Come here a minute. Here's where you live 
(indicating on plat). 
A. Here's my house right here, along in here somewhere. 
These dogs were going back along· through here when I heard 
'em. (Indicating on plat.) 
Q. Which direction were they going in Y 
A. Over towards who? 
Q. Over towards whose land? 
A. Sir? 
Q. Here's the Womack land over here and Walker land up 
here and Long farm down here. 
A. Going back towards here, this place here (indicating 
on plat). 
Q. What place is this Y The young lady is taking it down. 
Do you need your glasses to read Y 
A. That land has changed hands. 
Q. Whose land were they going in the direction of, J\fr. 
Dickerson, as far as you know 1 
A. A man bought this here place recently,, some time this 
year. 
Q. Did you ever know anybody that owned itY 
A. No, sir, I'm not acquainted with anybody that owned 
it. 
page 35 ~ Q. Was it in the direction of Martin Womack 's 
place¥ 
A. No, sir, it was back in here, to this place here "Arm-
istead" and ''Kelsey". I know where that land is. 
Q. "'\Vas it in that direction Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How far would you say it is between the spring and Mr. 
Anderson's house¥ 
A. I'd say four hundred yards. 
Q. Four hundred yards. How far would you say that the 
dogs travelled across the Anderson farm from the spring? 
A. Going-
Q. When they went over, you didn't hear that. We are 
talking about how far would you say when they came back 
across there they were j Did you hear any shots 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How far would you say they were from the spring when 
those shots were fired? 
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.A. How far the dogs were from the spring 7 
Q. Yes.. 
A. I'd say a hundred and fifty yards, maybe not that far. 
I d~n't know exactly. They were very close to the spring. 
Weren't very far either way. On the other side of the spring 
from me. 
Q. On the other side of the spring from you. What is the 
condition of the land? I don't mean whether-
page 36 r Whether it's in bottom or up on the hill in com-
parison with the land around the spring! 
A. Well, it's a ravine along in here (indicating on plat). 
Q. Do you know where the fence is between Mr. Ander-
'.Son's farm and Mr.· Cobbs' farm! 
A. Yes. Mr. Anderson doesn't touch Mr. Cobbs. 
Q. It doesn't? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know who owns the forty-six acres? 
A. Mr. Riddell owns that. That's a part of the Anderson 
place before Anderson bought it. 
Q. Who owns that 1 
A. Mr. Riddell owns that. 
Q. Is that the forty-six acres tl1at joins you T 
A. He joins me and also Mr. Anderson.· 
·Q. Plot Number 2 was owned by Mr. Riddell? 
A. It is owned by Mrs; Cobbs. 
Q. I asked you that and you said she didn't own it. Do 
you know? 
A. The Riddell, Mr. C. ,T. Ridden bought forty-six acres 
off of this place, Anderson farm, and here it is up here. 
Q. Do you know who owns the tract known as Tract N um-
ber 27 
.,. A. Mrs. Cobbs owns it. 
·,. Q. Did you hear the dogs on Mrs. Cobbs' place at all T 
A. No, sir~ I don't think so. 
page 37 } Q. Did you hear them on Ridclell 's place T 
A. Come back in there, when I first heard 'em 
along in there somewhere. 
Q. Wl1en you heard the shots did you bear anybody holler-
ing over in there Y 
A. After the shots were fired I heard Mr. Adams calling 
his dogs. · 
Q. How do you know it was Mr. Adams"? 
A. I didn't know it at that time. I didn't lmow who it 
was at that time. 
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Q. You heard somebody calling dogs! 
A. Calling the dogs .. 
Q. What were the dogs doing when the shots were fired t 
· A. They were running just right on the fox when he shot .. 
Q. Have you fox hunted enough to kno.w the difference 
when dogs are chasing a fox and when they are chasing or 
attacking livestockf 
A. yes, sir' I think S'Or 
Q. Mr. Dickerson,. there's be·en testimony here of a road. 
leading from the Darlington Heights· Road across Anderson's. 
to your place and another one leading by Mr. Anderson's: 
house. Do you know whether that road is ·open¥ 
A. Both of them is closed up. 
page 38 }- Q. Do you know who closed them up? 
A. I presume Mr. Anderson closed them. 
·Q. Has he ever said anything about 'em to you? 
A.. He told me· he was closing the road that would lead 
into my place. 
Q. Prior to this time, did- you ever have any conversation 
with Mr. Anderson, either in the presence of his son or not,, 
in regard to1 dogs on his place f 
By Mr. Watkins Abbitt: Your Honor, we object to any 
prior com1ersation he mig·ht have had with Mr. Anderson un-
less it was some expression toward Mr. Adams' dogs. 
By the Court: V-..7 ould you like to be heard on that poinU' 
Jury retires· .. 
By Mr. v\Tatkins = May it please the Court, the contention. 
of the Commonwealth is that any statements made by Mr .. 
Anderson to any person within several years, which showed 
his antagonism to dogs coming across his property, is ad-
missible in the evidence. The same principle is applied where 
a man who has been tried for murder has made a statement,. 
not directed at any particular person but directed at a cer-
tain group of people. To dogs as a group is admissible, which 
shows his intent is hatred. That's the purpose of this, of 
dogs coming across his premises. Vv e expect to prove that 
there have been statements, I think within the year,-I think 
all these statements come within the year, to show 
page 39 } the intent, the malice and anything else that deals 
with regard to these dogs .. 
By Mr. "\Vatkins Abbitt: Anything that he mig·ht have said 
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about dogs in general I don't know under what theory of law 
would be admissible. It has no probative value. It would 
tend very much to prejudice the jury as to the accused and to 
have Mr. Dickerson testify he clidn 't want dogs on his place,-
I don't know what he's going to testify, would certainly not 
be admissible in our opinion. Now, we might as well go into 
all the phases of· the thing because I understand Mr. Watkins 
has some other witnesses. My understanding of the evidence 
so far is that not a word was said by anybody but Mr ..... t\..dams 
or anybody until after the shooting·. That being· true, it 
• would have been impossible for Mr. Anderson to have known 
who was out there or whose dogs and so it would seem to me 
that would be equally true as to any statement he might have 
made about l\fr. Adams or Mr. Adams' dogs. Mr. Dickerson 
said he couldn't even recog·nize Mr. Adams' voice when he 
heard him holler up there. He certainly couldn't tell whose 
dogs tl1ey were. Mr. Adams said he hadn't said anything. 
until after tbe shooting·. vVe don't think it's admissilJle, Mr. 
Anderson saying he didn't want dogs on his place or didn't 
like them or sending word "Tell Mr. Adams I said to keep 
his dogs off my place". I don't think that would be admis-
sible. He had no way in the world of telling whose dogs they 
were or who was there. That is our view of the 
page 40 ~ case. 
By the Court: Let me see the section you are 
prosecutirnr under (addressing Mr. ,vatkins). 
By Mr. Watkins: It is the same as malicious maiming un-
der the other statutes. (Hands Code to His Honor) 4467 of 
the Code. 
By the Court: You p:entlemen wish to be heard on this? 
By Mr. Watkins Abbitt: The main contention on the part 
of the defendant is Mr. Anderson went out there to protect 
his cattle and therefore shot ·the dop:s. The contention of the 
Commonwealth is he shot them because they ran through 
there. Certainlv if tl1e Court lets the Jurv hear all these 
alleged statemeiits he denies and ·says he hasn't uttered, and 
the only people who testified have been prejudiced ag·ainst 
Mr. Anderson, are you going to let that ri:o before the ,Jury? 
It is for no thin~· in the world but to prejudice the .Jury against 
our client. When that is done, we can't feel like he had a 
trial before a fair-minded jury. It hasn't g·ot any probative 
value at all., whether he shot those dog-s because they were 
running his cattle or shot ·'em because they were coming on 
his place. We think it will inflame the Jury. If it would 
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tend to prejudice the Jury, the law is that it should not be 
admissible. The defense contends that if, instead of these 
dogs being· shot that Mr. Adams had been shot and 
page 41 ~ killed,-they contend the Commonwealth would be 
able to show that this Mr. Anderson had made re-
peated threats that if anybody came across his place that he 
would kill 'em 7 Nobody would question that. 
By Mr. ·watkins: 
Q. Mr. Dickerson; the question is, has Mr. Anderson made 
any statement to you in regard to dogs coming upon !iis • 
premises and, if so, when did he make the statement to you f 
A. The ollly statement he made to me was, I think, in 
July. 
Q. Of what year! 
A. Of last year. 
Q. '42? 
A. He came over there to get the mule to mow some oats 
or something of the sort. He wanted to use my mule to the 
mower~ I told him he could get him. While there he told 
me he shot alld killed a dog that night. That is the only 
statement he made to me about dog·s. 
Q. Did you make any sta ~ement to him as to the killing of 
dogs? 
A. I said "Mr. Anderson,'·' I say, ''Don't you know they 
can make you pny for that dog!'' He says "They have to 
prov-e that I killed him' '. 
By the Court: That statement is clearly inadmissible, some 
dog was killed, that be shot and killed a dog that night. 
By Mr. ,vatkins: That's the only statement 
pag·e 42 ~ the Cmnmonwealth wants to introduce. 
A. Mr. Anderson did say he didn't want the Adamses 
hunting on him. He said that much in my presence. 
Q. w,e are talking :about now., did l1e make any statement 
to you about that he didn't allow dogs to come nn his place! 
A. No, sir, he -didn "t say anything to me about it. 
Q. The only thing he -did say was that they had to catch 
him? 
A. Yes, sfr. 
By the Court: I sustain the ,objection to that question. 
The jury returns. 
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Q. Witness with you. 
CROSS EXAMINATION,. 
By Mr. Watkins Abbitt: 
Q. Mr. Dickerson, I believe you said you.had no way of 
recognizing who was hollering or calling the dogs. You 
·couldn't tell whose dogs were running, just a pack Y 
A. No, sir, I didn't kn.ow who they were. 
Q. Nobody had said anything before the shooting that you 
could hear? 
A. No, sir. 
page 43 ~ A. No, sir. 
Q. And naturally, when you listen at a pack of 
dogs, unless you know 'em mighty well, it's impossible to 
tell what pack of dogs it is? 
A. I didn't know who it was or whose dogs they were at 
that time. 
Q. How many dogs were,--did it appear to you to be run-
ning? 
A. I reckon eight or ten. 
Q. Do you know how wany Mr. Adams hadf 
A. No., sir, I do not. 
Q. He has a kennel, he has a regular kennel t 
A. He has a right good pack. I don't know what the num-
·ber is though. 
Q. You believe, you say that it appeared to you to be two 
hundred and fifty yards from your house to where the shoot-
ing took place? , 
A. Two hundred and fiftv or three hundred. I haven't 
measured it. .. 
Q. It was over on your side of :M:r. Anderson's place? 
A. Over next to it, between me and his house. 
Q. Over on his land that lies next to your land f 
A. Yes, sir, it was on his land. 
Q. And when you heard Mr. Adams call the dogs, he was 
back on the other side, over on Long's tract of land, what we 
call the 01d Long Tract of land or Armistead 7 
page 44 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In other words, :Mr. Anderson has g'-Ot a little 
piece of land that runs .down where you join him, .a little peak 
of land. (Shows plat to witness) This plat is marked H. 
H! Dickerson over l1ere. It is a little peak that nms ·down 
and joins your land, doesn't iU 
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A. Yes, sir. (Indicating on plat) Joins it from here back 
to along here. 
Q. And you think it was probably two hundred and fifty 
yards from where the shooting took place to your house?. 
'A. Something· in that neighborhood. 
Q. Tha:t is what I believe you testified before Mr. Lewis .. 
A. I don't remember exactly what I testified as to, the dis,_ 
tance. 
Q. You heard the dogs running and you heard some. shots .. 
Now~ how many shots did you hear the first time t 
A. Five. 
Q. You heard :five shots. Were they all fair ]y close to--
gether? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q .. Now, in distance, did they appear to come from fairly 
the same place or were they scattered? 
A. .A.11 pretty close together, as well as I could recall. 
Q. What did it appear to you to be, the shots,. 
page 45 r what kind of gun f . 
A. A rifle and a shotgun. 
Q. Which did you hear first V . 
A. I don't remember which I heard first. 
Q. Don't remember whether you heard the shotgun or the-
rifle first Y 
A .. No, sir. 
Q. "\Vhich was last f 
A. I couldn't tell you. All fired rig·ht there togetller. I 
don't remember which was first or which was last. 
Q. Do you remember testifying down here in front of Mr~ 
Lewis when they had the other hearingt Do yon remember-
whether or not you said '' I think the shotgun was fired first .. 
They were all pretty close together''? 
A. They were close together. I don't remember jnst-
Q. If you remember, I asked you which was fired last and 
you said the rifle was the last of those shots! How many did 
you hear right there together 1 
A. Five. 
Q. You heard five shots? Do you remember how many 
shotgun there were f 
A. I think it was two. 
Q. Two shotgun shots and t]1ree rifle shots fired right there 
in the space of two or three minutes, were they t 
A .. I'd say ten or fifteen. 
Q. I mean the first :five shots .. 
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page 46 r A. In ten or fifteen minutes. J\Iight have been 
twenty minutes. In that neig;hborhood. 
Q. The first five shots were in the neighborhood of that? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then immediately, when the first five shots were fired, 
did you hear anybody say anything? 
.A. No, sir, I never heard anybody say anything. 
Q. A ·little later on did you? 
A. I could hear Mr. Adams ~alling his dogs and blowing 
his horn. 
Q. He was way on up from you 1 
A. He was up above my place. 
Q. Across on the Armistead or Long tract or land or did 
he appear to be-How far do you think he was from your 
house? 
A. Two or three hundred vards. I reckon two hundred 
yards., something· like that. • 
Q. I understood you to testify,-! don't want to confuse 
you. He was at least a hundred and twenty-five or a hun-
dred and fifteen yards further over on the Armistead land? 
A. That far from Anderson's land. 
Q. What is the width of that Anderson land there? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. It is some rigl1t good little distance i 
page 47 ~ A. I'd say a hundred yards maybe. I would say 
it's a hundred yards. 
Q. You think it was a hundred yards wide, his whole strip 
of land there f · · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Your memory is not as good now as it was when you 
were here before Mr. Lewis? 
A. I don't remember. 
Q. Didn't you tell us about five hundred yards from where 
the shots were fired over to where Mr . .Adams was when you 
heard him hollering and calling his dogs? 
A. I don't remember saying five hundred. 
Q. What did you say? 
A. I don't remember just exactly. I don't know the dis-
tance from my house to where Mr. Anderson was. 
Q. How far do you think it is from the Anderson spring to 
the edg·e of his line, over towards where the hollering came 
from? 
A. I reckon it's two hundred yards, something like that. 
Q. If you add a hundred and fifteen yards to that,--.You 
know he was that distance from the spring Y 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Q. It would be considerably further? 
A. It is a hundred and seventeen yards from 
page 48 ~ Anderson's line to where Mr. Adams said he was 
standing. 
Q. That's rig-ht. If you add that distance to the spring it 
would put him some three hundred yards or more, wouldn't 
it? 
A. Well, I reckon so. 
Q. I asked you where l\fr. Anderson, if you remembered 
how far it was from where the first shots were fired to where 
Mr. Adams was standing and you said four or five hundred 
yards from where .the first shots were fired. 
A. ·well, I don't remember just the yards I give you. I 
haven't measured 'em. Just guessing at it. 
Q. What do you say nowf 
A. I don't remember just what I said before. I didn't 
write it down there. 
Q. You know the same things now you knew then? 
A. vYhy, sure. 
Q. You think now it's how far? 
A. I'd say three or four hundred yards; I'm just guess-
ing· at it. 
By Mr. Watkins: It doesn't appear in cross examination 
that the defense attorney has asked the witness or has pointed 
out the difference, where there's been a different statement, 
and I think the witness · should be m;ked the question in re-
gard to exactly what he said in his former evidence and the 
difference should be pointed out first rather than 
pag·e 49 ~ the comment that it is different. 
By the Court: Objection is overruled. 
Q. Mr. Dickerson, I hate to bother you but it is vitally im-
portant and wl1at we are trying to get at is: Who was closer 
to the shooting·., you or Mr. Adams? You testified your house 
was approximate]y two hundred and fifty yards -from the 
spring is my recollection. Is that about rightf 
A. I testified what! 
Q. How far is the spring from your house f 
A. It is two or three hundred yards from my house. I'm 
just g·uessing. I don't know. 
Q. Two or three hundred yards? Look at that map (hand-
ing plat to witness). About how far is that spring to that 
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line over there, to the line over towards where the hollering 
.and calling the . dogs came from? 
A. I nevei· have been through there. 
Q. You know approximately the width of that corner that 
·comes in your land, don't you Y 
A. I think it's about a hundred yards, I t_hink, here (indi-
icating on plat). · 
Q. You think it is about a hundred yards Y 
A. I don't know. They have got eight hundred and eighty 
feet down there. I'm telling· you what I think. I'm guessing 
.at it. I haven't stepped it. I don't know how far it is. I say 
I reckon it's about a hundred vards. 
page 50 } Q. If it was eight hundred ~nd eig·hty feet it 
would be nearly three hunderd yards, wouldn't iU 
A. I'm just guessing. I haven't measured it. 
Q. How far will you guess it was from the spring, from 
where it sounded like the shots were fired, to where you 
heard Mr. Adams hollering and calling his dogs Y 
A. I reckon two hundred and fifty yards there. I never 
]1ave been from the spring across through to where Mr. 
Adams was. It may be three hundred, two hundred and fifty 
or three hundred yards. I never have been through there. 
By Mr. ·watkins: May it please the Court, the examination 
·by counsel for the defense is trying to impeach the witness 
·on the stand and is not quoting verbatim from the record., 
from the place there, so that it gets into the record just ex-
actly what his answers were, and Mr. Abbitt is asking whether 
he made these statements or whether it is any difference. I 
think the record should be introduced to show whether or 
·not it is correct or not, otherwise the ,Jury will never know 
·whether Mr. Dickinson made the statement-
By the Oourt: It seems that question has been asked time 
·after time. I think you gentlemen are taking up too much 
time on questions of distance. None of the witnesses have 
medsured it and only estimated it. 
page 51 ~ By Mr. ·watkins Abbitt: The only reason we 
raised that question was because Mr. Dickerson 
was in a better position to hear what was said. 
Bv the Court: 
··Q. How far do you think it is from your house .to tne 
·spring? 
A. Two or three hundred yards, I imagine. 
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Q. How iar is it from the· spring to whel'e you heard Mr. 
Adams? 
A. Two hundred and fifty. 
Q. How far to whe:re Mr. Adams was calling the dogs to 
where you were in the window? 
.A .. I'd say two· hundred and fifty yards, probably a little· 
farther. · 
Q. Where appa:rently were the dogs running· at the time~ 
you heard the shots Y · · 
· A. Over beyond the spring a little bit .. 
Q. When you say ''beyond the spring" you mean from the· 
direction of your house·f · 
A. Yes. 
Q. How far apparently were the shots :fired from where· 
the dogs were running? 
A. Right on 'em. 
By Mr. Watkins Abbitt: ,ve want to impeacI1 what he has: 
now said. We don't want to be barred from show-
page 52 ~ ing what he did say before the other con rt. 
By Mr. Watkins· .Abbitt:-
Q. Now, Mr. Dickerson, after those shots were fired, did 
you hear anybody say anything from the direction from 
where those shots came from f 
A. Nor, sir. 
Q. You didn't hear a sound, did y~m f 
.A. I never heard anything. 
Q. Haven't heard anybody say a word. Do you know who 
fired the shots f 
A. No, sir, I don't know. I couldn't swear. 
Q. But you could hear Mr. Adams way over across the 
place on the Long Place blowing his horn and calling his 
dogs., conldn 't yon f 
.A... 'Y"es, sir. · 
Q. It was no reason for yon not to bear anybody say any-
thing if they hollered at the spring, is there? 
A. If they hollered I would have heard 'em. 
Q. And-
A. That time of morning, take the still of tlle morning, 
I wouldn't have l1eard him if he'd just been talking. Mr. 
Adams was hollering at the top of his lungs, blowing his 
horn. You can hear that five or six miles or farther. 
Q. Even though he was hollering at the top of 
pag·e 53 ~ his voice and blowing llis horn f 
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A. I don't know who he was. 
Q. It is very hard to recognize voices at that distance, 
isn't iU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, you have got five shots and that's all you heard. 
Now, later on did you hear any other shot? 
A. One. 
Q. What did that sound like? 
A. It was right much further away from me. I think it 
was a pistol. I don't know whether it was a pistol or a rifle. 
It was a good di.stance further ,from the first ones and 
sounded like a pistol. _ 
Q. ·Didn't it sound up nearer the house, over towards the 
house? 
A. I couldn't tell whether it was nearer the house or in 
that streak that runs over to ·womack there. It was back 
over in that direction. I don't know whether it was closer 
to Mr. Anderson's house. It was back in that direction. 
Q. Back up in the direction toward the house? 
A. Somewhere in thaf vicinitv. Don't know whether it 
was closer to the house. I couldn't swear just where he was 
when the shot was shot the last time. 
Q. It is your opinion it was back up nearer Mr. Anderson's 
house! 
page 54 ~ A. Back closer to the house than the first ones. 
Q. Now, here is the house according to this plat, 
up toward the railroad. (Shows point on plat to witness) 
See that little mark there! .. And the shot appeared to be 
back up further that way? 
A. I don't know whether it was nearer the l1ouse or in 
this direction (indicating on plat). Land runs over here 
further off than where the first ones ·was. 
Q. Wa~m 't down in this direction, right over here further 
back up on his land (indicating on plat) 7 · 
A. I tllink somewhere back there. It wasn't as close as 
tlie first ones. 
Q. And it sounded to you. as if it was a pistoU 
A. I won't swear it was a pistol. It was that distance 
off. It didn't sound like a shotgun. Pistol or rifle or some-
thing of that kind., I just imagine. 
Q. You said it wasn't down this way (indicating on plat) 
but back up farther toward the house¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long was that after these first five shots were 
fired 7 
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A. I don't know exactly but it was, a lulil there for. a while. 
'l'he dogs had stopped ruIUJ.mg wh.en. this last shot wa...<:1~ fu;ed, 
as well as I remember. 
Q. Could you estimate the time? 
page. 55 ~ A. No, sir, Ji don't know }}.ow long i~ was. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr,. Watkins: 
Q. You are positive, it wasn't a shotgun shot, the last 
shotf 
A. I am not positive it was either. I think- it was a pistol 
or ·a rifle. The way. it sounded, to,. me. It might have. been a 
s~otgun. I co~ldn 't swear it was shotgun. 
Witness st.ands aside. 
F.RANK BRBCE GEfuLIAM, 
Sworn. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By :Mr. Watkins:. 
Q. Where do you live? 
A. Frince. Edwa.rd Countvi Q. Mr~ Gilli~m., have you"' been on Mr. W. C. Anderson's 
pl~ce any time in the. past six. months? 
A. I was there in. the. summer, in wheat harv.es.t time. 
Q. About wh~t time was that? 
A. ~hat was the la.tter part o:£ PJ;une, as well as I remem-
ber. .. 
Q: 411 right. Didi Mr. Anderson make. any statement in 
your pres~nce in reg~rd to dogs:? · 
pag·e 56 ~ By l\!Lr. Vl atkins. Abbitt,: Let the Jury n~tire. 
~y the Court: Let the Jury retire. 
Tb~ Jury reij.r.es .. 
A. The only statement 4~ ma,d~,-:-W Q ha.Pt fj.~i~µ~d. his 
wbe~t, ~11;t PW~~ Q~ it_. W.e di@:'t cut. f:lJl. of i~. We. puijed 
back near the house. I, ~Eµ,dt t9. him '' y QU, doµ,'~ lik.~ dpg_s, 49 
you ~1'' He said yes, he liked a collie dog but h~. w~.sn/t 11re-
pa;r.~d to ~eep) ~ dpg lik~. h~ wanted and. 4e did11-:'t ~~ep any. 
He said he didn't like hounds. 
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Q. Did you., wmle. on Mr:. Anderson'& place, mnd a»y dog 
:skeletons,· 
A. Yes, s~,r.. 
Q. How many? 
A. Well, there was dog skeletons in two places. I don't 
know how many was there. 
Q. Where were. theyt 
A. Back in the woods, I reckon.. Back of it between one 
wheat field and the other-. We. j:1;1S-t clioo't cw: but- one ~Id 
.and walked over to look at the other field. It wasn 'ii wo,rth 
cutting. We. d~dn '1: cu(t that. I saw that as., Ji was waThµig 
through the woods down the road. 
By Mr. Watkins Abbitt: 
Qi. ]j)o -yo.u kn-0w- how, lolllg· thos.e ske.lretons: had b.eeliL thei;e Y 
A. No, I don't. 
page 57 } Q. Do you know who · put them ther.e 7 
. A. No, ·l doa,'t. 
Q. You don't know. 
Bv the Court: 
.. Q. How many dogs? 
A. Two, I know. It wa_s. bom1¢. to. be two, I Feckon. 
Q. You don't know. whethe~ the-y- were 01:- not T 
By the Court: I admit the, &Qllillg oii the, skeletons hut not 
the remarks made by Mr. Anderson. 
By Mr. Watkins Abbitt: We desire to save the point. The 
,evidence does not show how the skeletom,. got there, who put 
them there, how long they had been there. Neither has the 
evidence shown ho'\\; long· Mi;. Andenson owned the place, 
whether they were there before, be moved there or since he 
moved there. 
The Jury returnR. 
Jw. Mr. Watkins,: 
.. Q. I believe you testified you were at Mr. Anderson·'S.· on 
or about the latter part of June cutting wheat. ])idyou 1lnd 
-any or did you. see any evidence of- any skeletons, tim:1~e Y 
A. Yes, sir. · 
page 58 ~ Q. What type o:6· skeletons?) 
A. IDog skeletons. 
Q. Where did you find those or where did you sec tbem12 
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A. Well~. they were in the wood, I reckon back two hun-
dred yards probably or more, two fifty., it may be. I wouldn't 
say exactly. Between one wheat field and anoth~r where we.· 
were working .. 
By Mr. Watkins Aobitt: 
Q. Mr. Gilliam, do you know wl10 put tliem there·? 
A. No, sir. 
Q·. Do you lmow how long tliey had been there! 
A. No, siT. 
Q. Do you know how long 1\fr. Arrderson had lived on that 
place! 
A. Not exactly. I don't know. He's been there two or-
three years, I imagine. I haven't kept up with it. 
Q .. Do you know whether or not thos·e skeletons were placed 
tbere before he came there y· · 
A. No, sir~ 
Q. Do you know whether they were· placed there since be-
came theref 
A. I just saw the skeletons. 
Q. Are you sure they were clog skeletons or could they 
have been something else 1 
page 59 ~ A. Dog skeletons to my judgment. 
Q. How close did you get to them f 
A. Here to that window. "\Vasn't that far. 
Q. Saw the heads of the·se dog skeletons? 
A. They were. 
Witness stands aside. 
ROBERT GILLIAU,. 
Sworn. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By 1\1:r. 1,r a tkins : 
Q. Mr. Gilliam, do yon Imow l\fr. Anderson's place wI1ere 
he lives? 
.A. Yes, sfr. 
Q. Did you go over there any time this year! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. \Vhen were you over there? 
A. Oh, it was near the spring·. I couldn't just call the 
date· .. 
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Q. And did you hear Mr. W. C. Anderson make any state-
ment as to dogs 7 
.A. Yes, sir. 
By the Court: Is this the same statement ( addressing :Mr. 
Vvatkins) Y 
By Mr. Watkins: It's another statement. 
page 60 r The jury retires. 
A. He told me that he didn't allow no fox hunting· across 
his place and he was going to kill all the God damn Adamses 
and all their dogs that come across there. 
Q. Kill who? 
A. The Adamses and dog·s. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Bv Mr. ·w atkins Abbitt: 
.. Q. When was that 1 
A. In the spring of the year. This year. 
Q. How did you happen to be over there! 
A. I went over there to look at an old tractor he had over 
there. 
Q. You didn't buy the tractor Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. "What you told me was he said to go home and tell 'em-
A. I never have told nobodv but the last time down here. I 
hadn't never told them. .. 
By ]\fr. Watkins : }.fay I ask him this question so you can 
rule on all of it 1 
By the Court: 
Q. How did it happen you all were discussing about the 
dogs? 
A. vVell, he come up to ask me what sort of 
page 61 r people was the Adamses and I told hiin they was 
g·oocl law-abiding· citizens, they tend to their busi-
ness and they didn't bother anybody. Just good law-abiding 
citizens. 
Q. That was how the conversation came up. t 
By Mr. Watkins Abbitt: 
Q. Did you marry one of the Adamses V 
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A.. Np, sir, no kin whatsoever. 
By Mr. ·watkins Abbitt: We object to that statement be-
ca11~e tµe .Q1~lf tping t4ere is ~YPfl.t tl1~ bqy sai.d, ~~ -~~.s going 
to kill all the damn Adamses and their dogs. Well ~pw, i~'s 
no evidence here tJ:gtt. it wa~ po_~eibl.e for p.i;r.p. t,q tell wpetR-er 
anybody was with those dogs or possible to tell whose dogs 
they were. Dickerson said it WE:lS impos~ible fqr him ~o tell, 
-you couldn't ordinarily tell whose pack of dogs they were. 
i'he q~~Y .st.atell}e;nt ther.e is ag.ai~st the !.dams.es a~d their 
dog~ and 'Ye ~hin~ t~.at will j~~t :rp~rely'i:r_ifll.}ence· E:lP.4 iP4a~e 
the Jury ag·amst this Defendant tq adin1t it. 
By the Court: I'm going to allow the statem.ent for .what-
ever value it may have. I don't k:n,Q~ w~ether Mr. 4-nderson 
could tell Mr. Adams' pack of hounds. 
Jury returns. 
page 62 ~ By Mr. ·watkins Abbitt: We de$h-.e to save the 
point for the reasons stated. Ex,ception. 
By Mr. ·watkins: 
Q. l\fr. Gilliam, .did you have a c.onve;rsation with J\IJr. w. 
C. Anderson, the Defendant in this case, at any time d:uring 
the year 1943 in regard to dogs 1 
A. You want me to tell 
Q. lust answer my .question. 
4. Y~s. · 
Q. When was that? 
A. In the spring of '43 . 
. Q. Where did this conversation take place Y 
A. On his farm.· 
Q. How did you happen to be there, 
A. I went over there to buy a tractor. 
Q. T.o·buy a tractor! Jus.t what s,t~tement o:r .c.onv:er.~ation 
did vou have with l\f r. Anderson t · 
A~ Well, we walked .over to the back in his cow pasture. 
The tractor wa.s .sit.ting kind of SQ;uth of his house there, just 
back in the w.oods there. ·We w:ent o:v.er to lo.ok at the tractor. 
::\Vhlle hew~ ,0,v:e1· there he asked .me t}1e question what ~ort 
of people were the Adamses. I says, I told him the Adamse~ 
were good neighbo;rs. ~hey tended to their own :business. He 
said on thing- he wanted me to know, he was ~:oing 
page 63 ~ to kill the God damn Adamses·' do.gs that c.ome 
across his place. He told me to tell ·'em that. 
\ 
\ 
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Q. Did he make an~ other statement about !<??'- P.~Ati!:}gt 
A. He told me he d1dn 't allQ;\V .w;i.y ~Qx hulljtmg there. 
,Q. jDid y:o.u e_v,:r ~eJiv;.e,; tll!lt .n.ws.M,ge.1 · · · · 
A. :N"o, sir. · 
Q. Did you have any other conversatioi;i? 
A. Y e.s, sir. ·Be .sho~~,d .~~ .§Q.)_)),e c~l:V~~ _out there, and I 
:remember a milk cow and one heifer c~i~g ~~e~h the .w1ip.g 
,of the year and a couple of at~e.rs .~ _the li.t.~le calves run-
ning around there i.n . th~ _pa.~.tm:~. J:i[e sb.Q;wed -.~e the hei.f er 
had a split in her side about six or eight inches· long where 
.he said the .dog .wou.nde.d 1.ier, ~~~ne,~ AAr ._up :~n itlJ.e fe~ce '.fnd 
snagged her in the side. He kill~d t.11;~ ,qog, .the i~u]il d9g ¢~ 
·done that. 
:Q. Did .yo.u have .any ,o,~her c.9µ,v;e.1:s~ttc;>_n Y 
A. Not anything else about that. 
CR,OSS EXA~~~r~Q~. 
By Mr. Watkins Abbitt: 
Q. I believe your brother married Mr. Adams' sister! 
A. Yes, sir. 
·witness stands aside. 
·page 64 t} ,CHARLES iltRlJ,CrE ~lL.L1-#i, S.wo.rn. 
DIRECT· EXAl\HNATION. 
13y Mr. Watkins: 
0 Q. Mr. Gilliam, have you been over to Mr. Anderson's any 
time this yead 
A. We cut some whea.t pv;~r ;tn~re. 
Q. Yes, sir. When was that? 
A. Sometime in June. 
Q . .Sometime in June. While yo~ ;~e~e .ov.~r .~here dld JM;r. 
Anderson make any statement in your presence as to dogs?' 
A. Yes, sir. 
. By the 9ourt: . Do you object to that qµestion .( aqd~e~sing 
Mr. Watkms Abbitt)! · 
By Mr. ,v atkins Abbitt: I o'bject to it because I don't know 
wha't he's going to say.. 
lury retires. 
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By the -Court:· 
Q. What did you hear him say? 
A. I heard him say he didn't allow any dogs on the prop,.. 
erty. 
Q. Anything else 1 
A .. No more than talk not connected with this .. 
page 65 t A. No, sir. 
Q .. Or what he'd do to dog·s ¥ 
A. He said he liked a collie dog, as well as I remember. 
By the Court: That is the· statement I excluded before! 
which another witness made. 
By Mr. Watkins: I don't know that you did. 
By the Court: The other statement was he liked collie dogs. 
but he didn't like hounds. 
Q. You say he said what¥ 
A. I understood him to say he didn't allow any dog·s on 
his property. I didn't pay much attention to him. 
Bv Mr. ·watkins: 
.. Q. That he didn't allow dogs on his property f 
By the Court: 
Q. Did he say anything about what he'd do if dogs- came 
on his property? 
A. No, sir. 
By the Court: I 'II exclude that. 
By Mr. Watkins: 
Q. ·That statement was made in ,Tune of this year?' 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 66 r Jury returns. 
By Mr. Watkins: That's all, Mr. Gilliam .. 
Witness stands aside .. 
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DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. ·w atkins: 
Q. Mr. Clark, did you serve the warrant of arrest on Mr. 
Anderson? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who was present at the time¥ 
A. Mr. Jacobs and Mr. Anderson's son Clovis. 
Q. Clovis Anderson¥ Did Mr . .Anderson make any state-
ment in regard to this charge? 
A. Yes, sir, he did. 
Q. ·what statement did he make l 
A. After he read the warrant he said Mr. Adams said the 
shots fell all around him, that if he said that he was bound 
to have been on his place. He also told us the dogs had been 
bothering some of his stock. 
Q. Did he make any statement at that time that when the 
dog·s were shot that they were bothering- any cattle or other 
stock? · 
A. No, sir, he didn't at that time. 
pag·e 67 ~ Q. Did he address his remarks to you or to his 
son Clovis '1 That remark that was made in vour 
presence and addressed to his son? "' 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Had you stated to him anything- about shot falling about 
nfr. Adams/ 
A. The warrant read that way. 
Q. The warrant read that way! 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By :Mr. ·watkins Abbitt: 
Q. I believe you read the warrant to him? 
A. He took the warrant and read it himself. I understood 
him to say if Mr. Adams said shot fell on him he was bound 
to have been on 1[ r. Anderson's premises. 
Q. And he did tell you dog-s had been bothering his stock 
up there? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Witness stands aside. · 
IitruiI bICKERSbN"; nt, Sworn. 
DIRECT Eli.:MINATibit 
By Mr. Watkins: . . , 
Q. Mr. Di~kersdn, ,vhete tlb you liv~ t 
A. Pamplin. 
page 68 ~ Q. Are you the son of Mr. Hugh Dickersbh! 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. H. H. pickei·son? 
A~ Yes sir: 
Q. W e~e you at home the night of the fox chase Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Of the Adams·, dogs 1 
~~ Yes, sir. . .. 
Q. Did you li~ar the d6g·s t 
.A. Y~s, sii·. 
'' 
Q. }V1iere were. you? 
. A. I ,vas in tµy wiridqw oil the left si~e, facing right out 
towards Wli~fo Hrn shooting· w·ettt on, where the ffogs ~vet'e 
running. . . .. . . . . 
Q. I see. Whet~ ~ere his dogs When you nrst heard 'em? 
:4. ~ ·couldµ 't. tell~ exlictly. it In wlia t tlir'ection were they Y . 
A. They sounded like they -were right on the, right around 
next to Mr. Anderson's land when I first heard 'eni rrih:ning. 
'Q. Ai:ouilcl next fo ,vho, 
A. Mr. Anderson. Sounded like they went over on him. 
Then I heard the shooting·. 
Q. Let me ask you this: Can you describe where 
page 69 ~ they w~.;re,.about where they were! You know the 
lay of tlie land ther·e. . 
A. Wasn't so far from a spring. Got a. spring over there. 
Right around in a slope to. a s.prtng otrer thefe. 
Q. Sounded lilre it was in that neigho6rliood ! 
4. Y~s,.sir. 
1 
. ·. • . • . • • Q. Whitt were tlie dogs doing wben ~rbu heahl the shots? 
A. They were running. . . . 
'Q. Did ~r'ou ·~vei~ f'o~ hunt much t 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you ever hear dogs run much? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Could you tell whether or not the do~·s were, befo1~e the 
shooting took place. had stopped running the fox or not? 
A. No, sir, I could tell they was running. 
, W. tt Ahd~rsllil ·v. ·tJidflnrltlnwtlaith of Ylrg1nia ; 
H·uyli LHik~rscni; Jr-. 
:q~ I ~ee~ Abtltit wliat tillie iii th~ mdrniug, dtl ydti litive ahy 
.idea? 
A. About three o'clock. · 
Q • .A.bout three o'clock. Did you hear anyliody liollef or say 
.aiiythiilg· t 
.A.. All I h~ard was Mr. Adams calliiig his dogs; 
Q. Wliat direction was Mt . .A.dams t Wliere ditl his voice 
-sdtlnd like it was ~omini f rbin' . . 
A~ I cotildn ;t UHI you but it was . back on the 
page 70 ~ upper road to my left, mor~ ov-e1: tb this Way, to my 
left, and Mr. Anderson was-· 
.CROSS EXAl\UN.ATlON • 
. By Mf. Watkins ABliiU: 
Q. Mb Dickerson; I &lie~ Mr . .A.dams was prob~bly on 
the Long plaqe or the Arillist'el:id pHic~, whit!h '.wobld be over 
.across ftb:rrt that pioo~ ·df Afitfodrdn '§ hiiia that juts out and 
joins you all, dtlesii't itf Bet ine sli6W ytiu.tliis fuap. Maybe 
it will help you. (Shows p!~t .tu witii~ss.) . Thi§ is a ph\t here 
and it is marked 1 'H. H. Dickers6ii"~ That is y'dti.r fatl:ler, 
isn't iU The:Q. Mr. An'd~r·sqii 's got a piece of land th~t juts 
-floWii th:ere i1hd jtliiis yours '(indicating land on plat)~ Here's 
what you call the. Armistead, formerly Long land. (Indica.t! 
ing .on plat) Is that \\rhere Mt. Atbifus wits on that piece of Jana, 
A . .Sounded like it was baclt in here s'o:mewhete. (fufilcAt-
·ing· t:foiiit on plat.} .. . 
Q. Over beyond Hi~ .A.ird~rsoii Ian.ff Y 
A. :Yes, sir .. Q. Is tliiit Hg~hH 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Mr. Dickerson, hd,\r niariy sl16ts did you liear th'er~ first? 
A. Fitre. 
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·from? 
Q. _Five shots f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And wliat 'did t11ey appear to. you to be made 
. A. Started first, SOl~nded like two shotgun shells, snotgun 
;sli~ll§, ana th'en sorihded like tlirbe Hfle shols. 
·Q. Two blasts £tofu a sliotgtin ahtl three rifle sho'ts, were 
they made fairly close tOg~ther? 
A. One right afte.r the other ohe. 
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Q. Fairly close. Did. the dogs stop running. then or what 
happened? 
A. Socnded like the dogs were howling\ Sounded like the· 
dogs were howling,.. 
Q. Then did you hear anybody up where the shots were: 
fired say anything or holler °l. 
.A.. No, sir, I c;lidn't hear anybody but Mr .. Adams. 
Q. Where was Mr. Adams? What did you hear him say t 
.A.. I didn't hear him saying anything but call the dogs. 
Q. Called the dogs and-
A. Biew his horn .. 
Q. And blew his horn. Now, I believe your father has tes-
tified it was approximately two hundred or three hundreff 
yards from where the shots appeared to come from to your 
house·. Does that appear to you to be right or what do you 
think the distance is from where tlle first shots· 
page 72 f were fired to. your house 1 
A. I reckon,-I don 1t know exactly how many 
yards 01· anything because I haven't measured it. 
Q. You know about how f arf . 
A. I reckon two hundred and fifty yards. I don't know. 
Q. Mr. Adams was way on over to your lefU 
· A. Further to my left than where the shooting was going 
on. 
Q. When you Iieard him I101Iering and calling· l1is dogs and 
blowing· hfs horn, about how far did he appear to be from 
where the shooting took place?. 
A. I couldn't say. About three hundred and fifty yards. 
Q. .About three hundred· and fifty yards °l 
A. I don't know. I'm just guessing. 
Q. About how far was he off of Anderson's land, did he 
appear to bef 
A. About a hundred and fifty yards. 
Q. A hundred and fifty yards off of Anderson's land 'f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You say the shots appeared to come from way up on 
tl1e spring, which would have been on the other 
pag·e 73 r corner of tl1e line 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That would put him around three hundred and .fifty yards 
from the shots. You. of course, were closer to where the shots 
were fired tl1e first time than he was? 
A. I was closer tl1an he was 1 
Q- You said two hundred and fifty yards from wl1ere tlle 
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shots were first fired down to your house and he was probably 
three hundred and fifty-
A. He was, Mr. Adams was, further away from me than 
·Anderson was. 
Q. I know he was. What I'm trying to get at, you were 
closer to where the shots were fired than Mr. Adams was Y 
A. I reckon I was. · 
Q. Did you hear anybody up there where the shots were 
fired sav a word at all? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You couldn't tell who shot the gun or rifle? 
A. I couldn't see who shot them. 
Q. You didn't see anybody or hear anybody say a word 7 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You could hear him call the dogs and blowing his horn Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You have accounted for five shots. They were 
page 74 r all together. Now, did you hear any other shots? 
A. One mor~. 
Q. About what length of time was it between that bunch 
and the last shot? 
A. I guess about twenty-five or thirty minutes. I couldn't 
say exactly. 
Q. ·what did that shot sound like? 
A. Sounded like· a rifle or a pistol. 
Q. Sounded like a rifle or a pistol. First, the bunch of shots; 
then you heard Mr. Adams calling his dogs and blowing his 
horn, and then what sounded to you like a rifle or a pistol? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did that shot sound like it was up nearer the house! 
A. I don't know. It wasn't in the same way the first fire 
was. It was in a different direction. 
Q. Over back toward the Anderson house t 
. A. I reckon it was farther off than what the first bunch 
was. 
Q. Here's that plat (showing plat to witness). Here, I'll 
show you again the railroad coming down there. That little 
building there is the square and here's the spring. About 
where you say you thought the shots were fired., would the 
shots have been further back on Anderson's land, over there 
nearer the house vou sav 1 . 
page 75 ~ A. I would say ·around in there somewhere (in-
dicating on plat). · , 
Q. Around up in there Y Yon heard the five shots, then you 
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heard the single shot some few minutes after that, and when • 
you say '' around up in there'' is that about the middle of 
Anderson's land f 
A. I don't know. 
Q Is tl1at about the middle of the plat, there (indicating 
point on plat) Y 
A.. It lookH like it. 
Q·. ,vhich would have been a long ways from either one of 
his lines¥ 
A. Yes, sir, I reckon it would. 
Q. ,,11ere were you standing when you listened to the 
chase? 
A. T was at the window. 
Q. Facing- where the dogs were? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The window was up, of course T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q·. That's all. 
RE-DIRECT EXAifiNATION. 
:By l\fr. Watkins:-
Q. Mr. Dickerson, did I understand you correctly to say 
that in about -fifteen or twenty minutes after you 
page 76 ~ heard the shotgun shells shooting that you heard 
something that sounded like· a rifle or pistol? 
A. I said twenty-:fi.ve or thirty minutes. 
Q·. Twenty-five or thfrty minutes? That was after the 
shooting· when you heard iU 
.A. After· the first five shots. 
Q. After· the first five shots. Tell the .Jury about how long 
a time it was between the first g·un shot and the second gun 
shot, as near as yon can telI 
A. I couldn't say. A couple of minutes or seconds or seme .. 
thing. Right close together. 
Q. All the rifle shots and the gun shots, except that last Ione 
one,. were an shot within what time would you say, approxi-
matebl one to three minutes? 
A. They were all of them tog·ether. 
Q~ Unh11h. 
A. I'd say six or seven minutes. 
Q. That's all. 
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RE-CROSS EXAMIN..,l\.TION .. 
Bv Mr. Watkins Abbitt: 
~Q. Which would yon say was first,, the shotgun and just a 
minute or two between them, three rifle shots, and then the 
hollering later on f 
A. Yes, sir. 
·witness stands asid~ 
page 77} Bv Mr. Watkins Abbitt~ We'd like to mov~ the 
Cou~rt to dismiss the charge as to Clovis Ander·son, 
·because of the fact no evidence at aiU has been introduced 
either way in regard to him. 
By the Court:· Let the J nry retire .. 
The Jury retires .. 
BY Mr. ,v atkins .Abbitt: T.here is no evidence at all here 
in this case that.I know of to show that this bo-y (Clovis An-
derson) was even a son of this gentleman (Mr. W. 0. An-
derson). It just as well be a case against B.. G-.. .Anderson. 
'Tl1e onlv resemblance is thev both have the same name. It 
is no· evidence to·· show he wiis even there· that night oll' llived 
there. It is no evidence he was, anywhere about there at all, 
except for the fact that he's g-ot the same name and the fact 
that a shot_g-un a:nd rifle· we-r·e fi1"'ed ont tber·e·.. That's the only 
thing- possible I can see in this case .. This is a criminal case 
and he is innocent until proven guilty in the eyes of the law 
and the burden is on the Commonwealth to show that. There 
is no scintilla of evidence against this b6y th~tt be· ma.liciously 
shot anything o·r· a:ided or abefted anybody.. :Mfr.. A.daru.s · 
didn't even know he was there that night, didn't kn1-0w any-
thing· about who fired what. How «!!011t·ldl ai case' be· mata'e d'llt 
against this boy other· tl!ram the· fact bis name is 
page 78 ~ Anderson? We all know he is· fhe son of thi;s gen-
tleman. There's: been no, proaf he lived there· or 
lww many people Ii ved there, ten or tweT:v~ pe·op1e,. or· any-
thing. I don't see anything· connecting him with it at alL 
By Tur r. Watkins: May it 1:>le-ase· the Co'lwt, t:furi!s rsi liike: all 
other cases of eircumstan·tial evidence, putting· together the 
cireumstances, and it's not usual1ly tne' case far· a. man to shoot 
110th a pistol and a shot~:un at tl1e same time· at a. pack of 
dogs. The thing that I think really connects the boy up with 
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tbe circumstances. directlv is the statement that his father 
made in his presence and in the presence of the officers,. 
turning· to him and saying "If the shots'' ,-addressing· the· 
boy,, "If the shots fell around him, he must have been on our,. 
on my premises when he was shot''. I think it is purely a 
circumstantial evidence case as to the bov but that is the onlv 
way in the world that you can get at it, with circumstances of 
a crime that is committed in the night time like this is. As. 
I s·aid, in arson cases and other crimes committed in the: 
night, the evidence being purely circumstantial, all the cir-
cumstances put together will be sufficient to convict if the. 
tl ury believes he was there. 
By the Court: Gentlemen, it is true that the man may be.-
convicted on circumstantial evidence. It is very apparent two 
people were shooting that night but, in my opinion,. 
page 79 } the Commonwealth has utterly failed to prove this: 
boy was the other one shooting. I '11 sustain. the-
motion to strike as to him. 
The .Jury returns. 
The Commonwealth restsr 
EVIDENCE PRODUCED ON BEHALF OF THE 
DEFENSE. 
CLOVIiS ANDERSON, Sworn. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By :Mr. George Abbitt: 
Q. I believe your name is Clovis Anderson, is it not T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where do you live now, Clovis f 
· A. One mile ea~t of Pamplin. 
Q. Who do you live with Y 
A. ,v. C. Anderson, my father. 
Q. That is your father, huh f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long have yon been living np there? 
.A.. Between two and a half and three years. 
Q. How old are you., Clovis 7 
A. Eighteen. 
Q. Eighteen years old. Have you just recen~ly 
page 80 ~ become eig-hte~n Y 
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.A.. Eighteen in August. 
Q. ·Clovis, will you now proceed and tell those gentlemen 
over there who are hearing this case ag·ainst your father just 
what you know, anything that took place July the 23rd, in 
reference to any shooting· on your father's place and any dogs 
being there or anything t 
A. ·wen, it was like this. About three o'clock on July the 
23rd, we, my father heard something in the cattle and heard 
the bells rattlin·g right sharply. Well, he came through and 
called me· and he went on down the st~ps. I got up. Didn't 
know what was the matter. Reached over in the corner and 
got the rifle. Wasn't but three shells in the rifle. I put the 
pistol on me. I ;slipped the pistol in my holster and went on 
and caug·ht up with him about a hundred and twenty-five yards 
from the house, because I run to catch up with him. We 
went on over to the spring· and I came twenty-five yards from 
the spring and saw the calf coming out from the bushes. 
Rig·ht behind him was a bunch of dogs. My father shot at 
the dogs in order to stop them. 
Q. ,vhat did our father have? 
A. My father had the shotgun and I had the rifle and pis-
tol. He shot at the dogs. I'd say he was about a hundred feet 
or a little more. 
Q. From the dogs? What were the dog·s doing! 
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. Q. "\VJ.1at was the condition of the night in refer-
ence to its darkness or lightness of the night f 
A. It was dark. You couldn't see the sight on the gun. 
Q. Was there any moonlight that night? 
A . .Slightly. You could not see the sights on the gun. 
Q. Could you see those objects, the dogs or the calf? 
A. Yes, sir, it was lfo:ht enough that we could see the dif-
ference between the calf and the dogs, because the dogs was 
mcch smaller and much lower than the calf was. 
Q. Now, about how many dogs could you tell or did you see 
that were behind the calf? 
A. At least three or four. 
Q. Did you see them 1 
A. I saw thrAe, maybe more. I don't know. 
Q. Row close were thev to the calf? 
A. They wasn't more than about ten feet between the calf 
and the dogs ~ecause the calf could never run as fast as the 
dogs. 
Q. Was the calf walking? 
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A. Running as hard as it could. Outrunning me any-
way. 
page 82 ~ Q. Were you and your father close together 
there! 
A. We was within twenty to twenty-five yards. 
Q. Twenty to twenty-five yards. All right. How many 
Ii vestock did he have? 
A. Four cows and five calves. 
Q. Five calves. Does he still have those cattle? 
.A.. I think so. 
Q. When he shot, what happened then? Do you know·f 
A. Well, when he shot it did not stop them. They started 
hollering. They kept on in the same direction. I shot with 
th~ rifle in front of the dogs, not trying to hit 'em but merely 
trying to scare 'em. Shot between the calf and dogs. The 
line of fire went straight between the calf and dog·s and did 
not hit the dogs. 
Q. You had a rifle with three shells in it and shot between 
the dogs and the calf? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you think you could have been able to hit those dogs 
if you had tried hard that nig·ht? 
A. Yes, sir, I do. 
Q. You have shot a rifle and know how to sl10ot it, don't 
you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. vVlrnt happened to the dogs then Y 
A. Broke the chase. 
Q. They broke the chase? 
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Q. When those three dog·s that you saw run- ' 
ning,-"'\Vbere did this take place, Clovis? 
A. About twenty or twenty-five yards from the spring. 
Q. Unhuh. At that time were there any other dogs run-
ning; anywhere else 1 
A. Actually I couldn't say. 
Q. You couldn't say? 
A. It's this way. I only had my mind on what was going· 
on and what I saw. 
Q. That was not the entire pack of Mr. Adams' dog·s? 
A. I ~l1ouldn 't think so. 
0. A 11 you saw was three dog'S? 
A. Yes, sir. 
d,:,. 
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Q. · Those .three,-:where did the calf come from and the 
dogs? 
A. The edge of the field. Came out of the bushes. Came 
,out of the bushes. 
Q. Came out of the bushes as you all came up! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you only see one calf or more at that time! 
A. That's all we saw at that time, that one. 
Q. Now, how many shots were fired, Clovis? 
A. There were three shotgun shots fired and two rifle shots 
and I pulled the trigger the third time and it was a 
page 84 ~ dead cartridge. 
Q. There were five shots fired! 
A. That's right. 
Q. Now, what happened as soon as the shooting took place? 
.Did the dog·s keep on f · 
A. They b1·oke the chase aft.er I shot in front of the dogs. ' 
Q. I see. Now, did you hear any statement at that time 
from anybody! 
A. No, sir. 
Q. No one said anything at that time? 
A. Not even my father spoke to me. We botl1 met just the 
·other side of the spring and started on up the hill. 
Q. At that time did you all know whose dogs they were? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you have any reason to want to deliberately kill 
anybody's dogs, other than the fact they were after the calf! 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you know whose dogs they were f 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Now, from that point what did you all proceed to do 1 
A. We walked on back to the house, I'd say 
page 85 ~ within two hundred and :fifty and three hundred 
yards of the house, and I took it to be a fox or 
la rg;e rabbit or something·. Anyway, it run out beside the 
path and stopped. I reached back in the holster and took 
out the pistol and took a shot at it. 
Q. That was ten or :fifteen minutes later? 
A. Fifteen or twentv minutes. 
Q. You used the pis.to! and it looked about like a fox or 
rahbiU Something went across the field? 
A. Yes. sir. 
Q. Could you all find the cattle 1 
A. Couldn't find none of 'em but the one we saw the dogs 
were running. · 
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Q. Did .yo:u look around any more for them¥ 
A. We noticed on the way over and on the way back a11d 
didn't see 'em. 
Q. About how far was this shooting from Mr. Dickerson's 
house1 • 
A. I'd say about two hundred and :fifty yards. 
Q. About two hundred and fifty yards. You and your father-
were near the spring t 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. And that is. roughly two hundred and fifty yards from 
l\fr. Dickerson's house¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Later on did you hear Mr. Adams blowing his: 
page 86 ~ horn and calling his dogs¥ 
A. After the pistol shot, we came out in the open 
place next to the house and I heard him blowing his horn. 
Q. Heard him blowing his hor::n and he called his dogs t 
A. Not as- I heard. I did hear him blow his horn .. 
Q. You didn't hear him calling the dogs 1 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you hear him calling dog-s any time that night! 
A. No, sir, I did not. 
Q. And after shooting· the first five shots you alI went on 
back in the direction of the house·? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Yon beard the horn but you did not hear whether I1e was 
calling his dogs or not? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. When you heard tbe horn, that was about the time you 
sI10t that pistol, that last or sixth shot?" 
A. After I s11ot the pistol shot. 
Q. Af te-r you shot the pistol sI1ot. 
CROSS E,XAl\HNATION. 
By Mr. Watkins: 
Q. 1\fr. Anderson, your father snot how many 
page 87 ~ times f 
· A. Three. 
Q. Three shotgun shells f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And how many times did you sI10ot ¥ 
A. I. did not shoot the shotgun. I shot two· times with the 
rifle·. 
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Q. What kind of rifle was it t 
A. Thirty calibre. 
Q. Is that an army rifle? 
A. It is not. 
Q. Well, is it the same, practically the same calibre as an 
army rifle? 
A. Bullet is the same size. 
Q. Is it a high-powered rifle¥ 
A. I would say you would consider it a high-powered rifle. 
Q. Are you a good shot T 
A. I can not say I am a good shot. 
Q. Do you practice much 1 
A. A little. 
Q. How often do you practice shooting that rifle Y 
A. Well, it's not regular that I practice. 
Q. Well, bow reg·ular do you shoot it? How often do you 
shoot it? 
A. Mostly when I see crows or something of that 
page 88 ~ kind. 
Q. Can you hit a crow with that rifle¥ 
A. Absolutely. 
Q. Good. Now, Mr. Anderson, you say that your father 
shot three times? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. With the shotgun. Then you shot with the rifle twice? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is that rig]1U Aud you broke up the chase? Is that 
right? 
A. I shot in front .of the clogs. 
Q. And broke up the chase? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. All those three sbotg1m shots that went in those clogs 
didn't l1ave no effect on them, did they? 
A. Kept running· the same way. 
Q. The orily way they would stop was for you to sl10ot in 
front of their nose ancl cut 'em off from the calf? Do you 
mean to tell the .J urv that 1 
A. Those were facts. 
Q. Those were facts? 
A. You asked for the fads and I'm telling you. 
Q. That's exactlv right. Y,ou can shoot a crow and you 
just shot to stop tl10se things, those dogs, you didn't shoot 
to kill 'em? 
page 89 ~ A. That's right. 
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Q. You say you had a pistol toot 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ··what size was that j? 
A. Twenty-two. 
Q. Did you hit that fox or rabbit that jumped up1 
A. I don't know. 
Q. Didn't you look to see 1 
A. At least I didn't see him. I just pulled out the pistol. 
I didn't know what it was. Don't know yet whether I hit him 
or missed. 
Q. Did you shoot from the hip or shoulder? 
A. Just half wav between. Neither. 
Q. Good quick sf10t? You said that your father called you, 
didn't tell you what was wrong but just called you, and that 
you jumped up and got the thirty calibre rifle and then put 
on a pistol, twenty-two pistol, and ran down behind him. Why 
did you get all that artillery to go down there t 
A. I wanted to take care of the situation. 
Q. ·what situation did you take care of with a pistol and a 
rifle? 
A. I could hear the bells ringing that were on the cows. 
Q. How many times does that rifle shoot, as a general propo-
sition? 
page 90 ~ A. Five times. 
Q. Five times! The pistol slJOots how many 
times? 
A. The pistol shoots ten. 
Q. \Vas that loaded all the way 'round? 
A. Neither one was loaded fully. 
Q. How many did you have in the pistol? 
A. I am not sure. I think it was about six in the pistol. 
Q. Now, I understand your testimony to be that when you 
p:ot down to about where the spring was that a calf came run-
ning out of the bushes. Is that true 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. W1iere waA it that you first beard the dogs running? 
A. In that direction, just about the same place. 
Q. (Hands plat to witness.) Look at this map. You are 
familiar with it, aren't you? 
A. Yes. sir. 
Q. As I understand from yo-µr testimony tllat when you got 
down there ~nd saw the calf coming out the bushes, it was 
about twenty-five yards from that spring? 
A. Yes, sir. 
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·Q. And that whole time did you hear the dogs runnin,g 
·when you crune out of the house t 
A.. Yes, sir,. I did. 
Q. From the time that you came from your house 
page 91 } down to within twenty-five yards of the spring, 
those dogs were chasing whatever it was all that 
time t Is that it 1 · 
A. I don't know what they were chasing.. They was still in 
the same vicinity they was when I heard 'em. I don't say 
now they was at the same place. · 
Q. How long did it take you to run from your house to the 
~spring? 
A. I'd say about-vVe didn't run all the way. We walked 
vart of the way. I'd say about twenty minutes. 
Q, Took you twenty minutes to go from your house down 
to that spring? All that time the dogs were running, won't 
ihey? 
A. I don't lmow whether they was running. They was 
barking. 
Q. Where were they barking, right down in the spring'.f 
A. Somewhere in that vicinity. 
Q. Couldn't have been back up on the hill? 
A. Not on our place it was not. 
Q. Is your land fenced around there? 
A. Yes, sir, at that point it is fenced. 
Q. How old was that calf they were after? 
A. Well, I'd say about eight months old. 
Q. About eight mouths old. 
A. Hardly that much. 
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you keep 'em in!. 
A. "\Ve keep young calves m the pen. 
Q. Fence all the way ·around your whole farm? 
A. No, sir, it is not. 
Q. ·where does the f enc.e stop l 
A. The fence does not touch the line at that point. 
Q. You show the .Jury where your fence is. (Hands plat 
fo witness.) . 
A. (Indicating on plat.) This is the line. This is the house. 
Q. You draw the fence line. 
A. Well, it comes rip;ht beside the fence but does not touch 
the fence nowl1eres. (Draws line on plat.) Doesn·'t touch 
that corner. Comes around l1ere. It's a small fence coming 
straight up the hill on up this way. Gomes on up Inside this. 
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. Comes all the way right down here (indicating_ all these points 
on plat).'.· 
Q. · Is that the only fencing. you. have¥ 
A .. There's a fence running up the hollow .. Then there's a. 
fence on the outside, all the way around the field. Then there's. 
this larg·e fence. This pasture is fenced (indicating· on plat) ... 
Q .. You put those fences on there just as close 
page 93 } as you can. 
A. (Witness draws· fences on plat.) Harn sits:. 
rig·ht in there. 
Q. In other words, there is one fence,-one. lot here ancl 
here's another lot-
A. Over here (indicating on plat'). 
Q. What pasture was that calf in! 
· .A. In the farthest pasture, one closest to Mr~ IL H. Dick-
erson's house. 
Q.- Won't any cattle up fo there, was iU 
A. There was cattle: 
Q. Did you know where this calf was·? 
A. I could hear the oelI .. 
Q. All the calves-How many bells dicl you near f 
A. We Iiad three bells on the cows. 
Q. Did you see any of the cows? 
A. No, sir, I didn't see 'em but- I did liear 'em. 
Q. Where were they f 
A. In both pastures. 
Q. The four cows were in both pastures f 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Mr. Anderson, don't you all usually keep those calve~ 
np there in the upper pasture, up there close to the house? 
A. No, sir, we let "em run in fences cnt at both ends. T11ey 
can go where they want to. 
page 94 r Q. Is the spring in either one of tl1e pastures r 
A. It's in the one the barn is in. We keep the· 
cows in both pastures. · 
Q. Where were the cows wlrnn you heard the bells ringing, 
in the lower pasture Y · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you p:o down there to see wl1ether tI10se cow·s hacl 
l)een hurt t . 
A. No, sir, after t11e dogs quit nmnin~ and barking the 
~ows Rtopped. At least, we clicln 't bear the belis a.ny more. 
Q. The cows stopped, too f 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. Did Mr. .A.dams holler over there and ask you not to 
shoot 'emf 
A. He did not as I heard. 
Q. You were close to himi You know where Mr. Adams 
was standing Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You didn't hear Mr. Adams until after you had gotten 
clean back up on the hill? 
A. That's ·right. 
Q. That is the only time you heard him 1 
A. I did not know who it was. 
Q. I didn't ask you that. I didn't ask you whether you 
knew him. I ask you if he didn't, immediately after 
page 95 r you shot or your father shot, didn't holler and 
tell you not to shoot his dog·s 1 · 
A. No, sir. 
Q . .A.nd your father didn't open his mouth? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Didn't say a word? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did your father hit the dog·s? 
A. I do not know. I wasn't shooting the gun. I couldn't 
tell you. Apparently he did. 
Q. Did you hear 'em holler any7 
A. I noticed a slight change in the tone of their barking·. 
Q. They kept right on after the calf f 
A. Not after the calf ,-in _the same direction. 
Q. As I understand you to say, it took you approximately 
twenty minutes to go from your house to the spdng and 
those dogs were in the neighborhood that whole twenty min-
utes? · 
A. Somew}ieres in that vicinity. 
Q. What do you mean by "vicinity"? 
A. Somew}iere in that area. 
Q. Would you say it c01;ildn't have been a half mile away? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. W11at would you sav, w·ithin two hundred 
page 96 ~ yards of the spring tl1e whole time 7 
A. I'd say within three hundred and fiftv. 
Q. Within three 1mnclred and fifty. They were chasing, 
runnin!?; down there by the spring in that vicinity? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I understood you to sav,-W ere those dogs running 
,.,.ery fast when you all shot them? 
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A. Well, they was keeping up with the calf. 
Q. Can't they run a little faster than a calft 
A. They could. 
Q. You tell this Jury that those dogs were down there in 
that bottom chasing that calf for twenty minutes and hadn't 
caug·ht him, and you shot between their noses and the calf? 
A. l\!Ir. Watkins, I did not say they was running those 
calves that whole time. I only say they was iu that vicinity 
twenty minutes. 
Q. Why did you go down there? 
A. To see what was going on. 
Q. Is your land posted? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q .. Against what? 
A. Against all kinds of trespassers. 
Q. Everybody1 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. You don't allow any people to come across it? 
page 97 ~ Don't allow any hunting! 
A. They are not supposed to be in there unless 
you ]mve permission. 
Q. Is that trespass sign up there against hunting or just 
dogs coming; across ·f 
A. Well, both. 
Q. Both. You don't like dogs, do you? 
A. vVell, I can't say I have any personal gTudge against 
do~;s but I don't like trespassing. 
Q. You don't like a little l1ound dog coming across your 
place! 
A. One dog· when he is doing nothing·. 
Q. Do you have any objection to his running a fox across 
theret 
A. I do. 
Q. ·what do you do when you usually hear 'em chasing a 
fox across there? 
A. In the future we will be tryii1g· to keep 'em off. 
Q. I ain't talking· about the future. I'm talking- about the 
past. "\Vhat is your usual policy when you heard dog·s com-
ing· across your place? 
A. ,V c don't have any policy. 
Q. Did you ever go out and stop them f 
A. We have stopped 'em. 
Q. Kill 'em or how did you stop 'emf 
A. Most any way to stop them. . i 
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page 98 } Q. How did you stop those particular ones t 
A. Those particular dogs 1 We shot at 'em .. 
Q. Were they chasing any cow t 
A. They were chasing a calf. 
Q. I ain't talking about this time. I'm talking about those 
-other times .. 
A. I dou 't understand what others. 
Q. You said you shot at other dogs that came across your 
place, crossing the place, didn't you t . 
A. I did not say I shot at other dogs. 
Q. Have any other dogs been across your pla.ce other than 
these dogs that night? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you stop them l 
A. No, sir. 
Q. What did you do? Did you do anything! 
A. Let 'em keep going mostly. 
Q. Did you go out there to see about iU 
A. Usually I did. 
Q. What did you do? 
A. Most of the time let 'em keep going. 
Q. You mean to say that you hadn't shot at any dogs cross-
ing your place at all? 
A. Until this night, yes, sir. 
Q. What do you mean by "Yes, sir", that you have or 
baven 'tf 
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Q. By you? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. By your father? 
A. I cannot say that he did. 
Q. How do you kuow they have been shot at? 
A. He never told me that he did it. 
Q. Wl1at? You mean to say that your father has never 
talked to you about shooting any dogs f 
A. ""\Vell, it's not a general rule that fathers and sons dis-
vute over thin~s, is it 1 
Q. No, but if I tell vou that I'm going to shoot a dog, that 
ain't no arguing, is iU 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Let's g·et back to the question of dogs crossing·. Now. 
-1:i.s I understand it, so far as you know, neither yon or your 
father have ever shot any dogs before? 
By Mr. George Abbitt: If Your Honor please, this man 
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is just a witness. Why Mr. Watkins is. trying to develop, 
whether this boy shot at others, I don't see the relevancy of 
it against Mr. Anderson. Now, if he were trying· to develop. 
Mr . .Anderson might have been in something· like that, it 
might be different. I don't see where it has any bearing 011. 
it. 
By Mr. Watkins : May it please the Court, the 
pag·e 100 ~ witness 011 the stand has admitted he was pres-· 
. ent at the time of the shooting of. these dogs that 
night and I think on the cross examiation I have a. right to 
show whether or not these are the only dogs. he has ev.er shot 
at. 
By Mr. Watkins Abbitt: Are you trying. to prove a prior 
crime! 
By Mr. Watkins : He said the land was posted and the, 
plain purpose was to keep dogs: off of it. I can develop the· 
question of whether or not he's in the habit of shooting at. 
dogs. 
By the Court: However, he's testified he's never shot at 
any other dog·s except that night. 
By Mr. Watkins: He· said he had shot at 'em to get 'em 
off. Then he changed and said he- thoug·ht I was talking about 
that night. 
By the Court : He has never testified tliat. He said they 
got them off. It is very clear to me. I'll sustain tlie ob-
j'ection. 
By Mr. Watkins·: I can't ask this witness any question 
about the shooting of dogs on the premisesr 
By the Court: 
Q. Have you ever· shot at dogs on tlle premises 
page 101 ~ except that night 1 Have you ever shot at a dog· 
nighU 
on your farm except the shooting you did that 
A. Yes, sir, I have. 
Q. On what occasion 1· 
A. That dog that was gave to us. I put him out of' the way 
because I didn't want him. 
Q. Shot at any other dog? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. That dog belong-· to you! Not at any other do-gf' 
A. Not of my recollection.. 
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RE-,CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Bv l\tlr. Watkins: 
• Q. Have you ever seen your father shoot at any dogs on 
the place prior to this night f 
A. No, sir. 
Q. That's all. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By l\tlr. George Abbitt: 
Q. Clovis, where were you when that pistol,-in reference 
to your house, when that last, sixth shot was fl.red t 
A. It was about two hundred and fifty yards from the 
house on top of the hill near the barn, just about even with 
the barn on top of the hill. 1 
Q. Could you designate it on here to the Jury Y 
pag·e 102 ~ (Hands plat to witness.) 
A. The barn is right here at this mark (in-
dicating on plat). \Ve was somewheres, not quite even but 
just about even with the barn, just about two hundred and 
fifty yards from the house. 
Witness stands aside. 
1V. C. ANDERSON, Swo1~n. 
DIRE.CT EXAMINATION. 
By l\fr. Watkins Abbitt: 
Q. Mr. Anderson, you are the man that is being tried in 
this case 1 What is your name? 
A. vValter .Anderson. 
Q. You live up, I believe, on Route 460, near Pamplin? 
A. That '.s right. 
Q. Own your farm up there f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you have any cows or livestock up there? 
A. Yes, sir, I have some. 
Q. How many did you have there on ,July the 23rd, 19431 
A. I had four cows and five calves. 
Q. Unlmb. Do you have any in the pastures? About how 
do your pastures run? 
page 1.03 ~ A. How much acreage each? I would suppose 
,1 it would be about forty or fifty in pasturing . 
.I 
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Q. I show you a plat here purported to be dated May 23, 
1941. See if that is a plat or map of your place (hands plat 
to witness). 
A. That is correct, sir, with the exception of these acres 
on this side (indicating on plat). 
Q. That forty-six acres don't pertain to you? 
A. Don't pertain to me or my place at all. 
Q. Come right around here and let's see about these pas-
tures. I see some marked '' Railroad Company'' out here. 
·what is that (indicating land on plat)? 
A. That is a hundred and twenty feet belong·s to the rail-
road company, then ·comes in the highway here. There is 
an old highway comes rig·ht in here next to the house. This 
is the house sitting right in here (indicating all these on 
plat). 
Q .• Just to the nol'th or northwest of your place? Is that 
the Norfolk & vVestern right ·of way~/ 
A. Directlv north of mv house is the Norfolk & ,Vestern 
ri~tht of wav. . Q. And you have a small piece of land fronting on what 
we call the old highway m1d Number 460 is to the north of 
that railroad, isu 't iU 
A. That's right, exactly due north. 
page 10-1 ~ Q. Now, is this land yours from that iron pipe 
on the map, on the northeast corner on down here 
by the spring? (Indicating on· plat.) 
A. This forty-six and five-tenths acres is not mine. Be-
longs to Mr. C. J. Riddell, which was formerly a part of this 
farm (indicating on plat). 
Q. Is this H. H. Dickerson's land down here on the south-
east of you ( indicating on plat) 1 
A. That's right. 
Q. About where are your pastures located there1 
A. Well, my pasturing includes, comes acros~ down this 
way, then comes across right in here like this (indicating 
directions on plat). 
Q. On the plat it would come down to the little strip of 
land that runs down by Mr. Dickerson and takes in part of 
that but not all of iH 
A. Part but not all. 
'Q. Takes in most of the big· slab in the center of the plat 
hut doesn't take in any of that little land that juts out there 
(indicating on plat)? 
A. No~ sir. 
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Q. This night in question, what time did you wak~ up, if 
_you did wake up, Mr. Anderson 1 
A. I suppose it was somewhere around two-thirty or three 
,o'clock. · 
Q. Did you hear a,nything wheµ yotJ. awakene¢l 1 
page 105 ~ A. Yes, sir, I heard some dogs barking go~g 
through my place. 
Q. Is that all you he.ard? 
A. I :first heard some dogs barking like they were goiµg 
through my place. Well, I lay there, I suppose, a n,iinute .or 
two, probably longer, a;n<l then I )le~rd tw.o of the cowbells 
commenced all at once to rh1g; Jleard a ca,lf bleat a couple 
of times, and then in a minute .or so it bleated again. I got 
up and threw on my ,clothes and, as I came th;rough the hall, 
picked up the shotgun and l wa.]Jrn.d by my son's door. As I 
walked by I said to him, I said "S9metbj.ng is wrong with 
the cattle''. I went ahead. 
Q. Then ,vhat did you do? 
A. Well, I w.ent a.bout, I 1~ec~o;n, two h,undr,ed aµd f)fty 
yards, maybe not quite so far, and he c.ang·ht 1;1p with me. 
·we went on down -0v;e,r th.i~ough .a small area of woodland in 
that pasture next to the sprhlg and when we c,ross.~d oyer 
the spring·, from the spring, we could hear some racket but 
we could hear dogs running. ;But still we could hear an-
other kind of racket. The ground was exceedingly dry. Now 
you could hear the hoofbeats. As ~e w:e.nt across the spring, 
f.rom the sprinp:, I th,ii,k the;t~ :was some s.trag-gliJ;1g· · dog·s, 
about three or four of 'ei;n, was .after .~ .calf t.hat came o.ut 
of the brush. 
Q. ,v;as the ,pack r.unning; along .there! 
A. The main pack of tl1e dog-s scem~d to be 
page 106} ovm· to the .nor.th o.f the s.pr~ng, l_ike Urnt ~oµld 
be on this .side of ,tbe spring and we wei:e on .the 
other side (g·esticulating with his liands.). 
Q. They were over between your ho.use, o.n the i10use side 
of th(' sprhH?.'? 
A. I would say they were over there about a hµn~red, 
around a hundred yar:ds .o:ver Ol} .thnt .side coming- through 
·Mr. Riclclell 's land, rominQ' into tliat place. When I'd walked 
out about thirty yards, I'd say about thi1~tv yards 111 the 
field. this cnlf came around .out ,of tl1e bushes and he was 
running and those dogs were rigl1t on it, and I turned and I 
Rl10t nt the -dogfi ~twice. 
Q. Well, was that up towards Jrom· ·11ouse? 
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A. No, sir, that was over1 I suppose,. around south of the? 
spring. 
Q.' r·see. 
A: About thirty yards. 
Q. You were there pretty close to the spring·¥ Were you: 
between the dogs and Dickerson's or between your house and 
the dogsf · 
A. Welli now,. there were two bunches of dogs in there, Mr .. 
Abbitt. 
Q .. Ones running the calf f 
A. They came between me and my house. 
Q. In other words, they were sort of between 
page 107 ~ you and the spring. 
A;. Exactly, directly, and you had to shoot 
back up towards into the direction from which I came. 
Q. On the left-hand side of the dogs, the dogs going on 
down towards, west like, and coming from the east and you 
were down just to the south of· 'em¥ You shot back up to-
wards your house¥ You had the shotgun you say? 
11.. "Y"es, sir. 1:es, sir. 
Q. And that wasn't the main pack of dogs running, they 
were running still further north °l 
A. That's right. 
· Q. Over beyond the springf 
A. That's right. 
Q. And the ones you shot into were-
A. There was three or more. I couldn't say how many 
more. It was three or more of" them. 
Q. It was nfo;ht-time, of course? 
A. _Aronnd, I would say, two-tllirty or three o 'dock in the 
mornmg. 
Q. Then you shot your shotgun at 'em? vVny did you 1 
A. Wby did I shoot at 'em? I wanted to save my cattle~ 
Q. Wlmt size shot did you shoot f 
A. I shot number ten birdshot. 
Q. Do you have any number ten shot! 
page 108 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
Q. About how far were the clop;s from you, l\Ir. 
Anderson? 
A. I would say they was about twenty or twenty-five yards-. 
Q. Twentv or twenty-five yards. 
A. Yes. sir. 
Q. · Is that one of the shot ( showing the witness some 
sI10t) i 
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A. That is what I had, I'd judge. 
Q. Did you have more than one shell 1 How many did you 
have? 
A. I have, I reckon, fifteen or twenty. 
Q. Of those number ten? Are the number ten small or 
large? 
A. They are exceptionally small. There is only two sizes 
smaller made, if I'm not mistaken. 
Q. ·.They are about like a mustard or grape seed Y 
A. No, they are a little larger than that. They are a bird-
shot, a real lig·ht birdshot .. 
Q. Real lig·ht though, aren't they? 
A. Very light birdshot. 
Q. Now, after you shot did your son here shoot? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What did he shoot ·1 
A. It seems in order to explain it, these dogs 
page 109 ~ made a kind of circle like. I shot at 'em right 
here. There was, I believe, two of them con-
tinued. There was one or two that dropped out when I shot. 
Then when these do~s continued on, he shot twice or three 
times. I won't positively say which but over top of the dogs. 
I could tell he was shooting- over top of the dogs. 
Q. Was he shooting- back up toward the house? 
A. In a direct line for the house. 
Q. About how long a time did it take five shots to take 
place? 
A. I would sav those five shots consumed no more than 
two and a half o'r three minutes. 
Q. In other words, all just one transaction. 
A. Practically one transaction. 
Q. After you :finisl1ed shooting 'the other chase broke up? 
Q. v\711en the shooting was done I didn't l1ea.r any more 
dogs in the race. 
Q. Did the dogs make any noise? 
A. Yes, they hollered. They hollered very sharplv. 
Q. You didn't hear any more after they l1ollerecl? Diel 
vou hear anV'bodv holler at vou after those five shots Y 
· A. T did not. ~ ·· 
Q. Did you holler at anvbody else? 
A. No, sir, there wasn't a word said. 
page no} Q. Ho,v far were you, 1\fr. Anderson, from Mr. 
- Hugh Dicker8on 's house. from anybody~s bo11se, 
A. I would suppose, l\fr. Abbitt, it is around two hundred 
and fifty yards. 
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Q. How far from that spring across your line over where 
you heard Mr. Adams say where he was, how far from the 
spring to your line on the other side t 
A. Well, it's approximately, the nearest point to my line 
in the direction, if I understand the matter, in the direction 
of where he claims he was at, is two hundred and twenty-five 
yards to the nearest point of my line. _ 
Q. From the spring to where Mr. Adams said he was, I 
believe he testified was a hundred and fifteen yards, still 
further from your line 1 
A. Yes, sir. .. 
Q. If that be true and you were much nearer to Dicker-
son's house than you were to where :M:r. Adams was stand-
ing, isn't that righU 
A. That's right. 
Q. You say you didn't hear him holler at you or say any-
thing about his dogs at all¥ 
A. No, sir. 
·Q. You tell the Court you didn't holler anything to him t 
A. That's right. 
Q. Did you make any such statement as '' I 
page 111 ~ will kill every damn one of them and you too''¥ 
A. I did not. 
Q. You didn't make any sueh statement. As a matter of 
fact, did you know whose dogs they were Y 
.A. I don't know yet whose dog·s they are. 
Q. All you know is what Mr. Adams said t 
A. I know what he said. 
Q. Did you ever know anybody was with the dogs? Had 
anybody hollered at all 1 
A. Not that I heard of. 
Q. i'he first you l1eard. ,vas somebody called the dogs and 
blowing the horn f 
A. That was probably ten or fifteen minutes afterward. 
Q. After this shooting t00k ,pface, after these five shots, 
what did you all do .then? 
A. We I:(l)o~ed around the-re trying to locate some calves 
and co:uldn 't locate ·a1nything and 'We walked on back toward 
the house. 
Q. You looked aroud there a few minutes ailld walked on 
back towar-ds the house, :baek .tewa rd the ,big· middle pa rt of 
your place1 
A. That:1-s right. 
Q. Did :anything happen iover near .the house1 
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A. .About three hundred or probably two bun-
page 112 ~ dred and .fifty yards from the house there was 
some little thing, possibly a fox or larg·e rabbit 
-0r something·, ran across the road right in front of us. My 
son pulled out a pistol and took a shot at it. 
Q. Now, you heard Mr. Dickerson testify about where that 
last shot was they heard. Come around ·and tell the Jury 
about where you think it was (handing witness the plat). 
A. Let's see. This is the line running right straight along 
beside this line fence. I w.ould .say that last shot was right 
there (indicating point on plat) . 
. Q. That is just a short distance from the corner marked 
'' iron stake'' and the corner post? 
A. That's right. lust. a short distance there. 
Q. Up where the little piece juts over toward the railroad 
and the road f · 
A. The road and the highway, railroad and the right of 
way. 
Q: Is that the sixth shot tha.t was fired f 
A. The sixth shot was right there. 
Q. vVere any other shots fired except the first five shots 
and this pistol shot here? 
A. None that I know of. 
Q. You didn't hea:r 'em? 
A. No, sir. 
page 113 ~ Q. After you shot, made these shots up there 
near the spring·, did you go any .closer towards 
this line at all? 
A. No., sir. No., sir, after I made these shots right here 
·next to t.he spring I went right on hack 'cross by the spring·, 
taking· a drink of water out of the spring·, and came riglit on 
up and went to my house. 
Q. And then you say ii was ·some fifteen minutes from the 
first five shots to the last shot, 
A. It probably could have been fifteen or twenty. We 
lehmrelv walked on back toward the house. 
Q. Y~u looked around to see if you could :fiucl any of the 
cowrs? . 
A. That's right. 
Q .. When clid- you first liear Mr. Adams -calling the dogs? 
A. We bad gotten near about hack to where that lone shot 
was fired. 
Q. Near about but hadn't quite? 
A. Hadn't quite gotten back to that point. 
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Q. Had you known before anybody at all was with those 
dogs? 
A. I did not. 
Q. Mr. Gilliam has testified here, l\fr. Robert Gilliam has, 
testified here in regard to some statement you made about. 
killing all of the damn Adams' dogs and them 
page 114 ~ too. Did you make any such statement as that 
to him! 
A. I did not, but Mr. Gilliam came to my place somewhere-
about the latter part of March and the conversation taken 
place was purely business. 
Q. What did he come there for! 
A. He came there to try to buy a tractor and we failed to 
come to any terms on it. . 
Q~ So, as far as you know, did it have any connection with 
the Adamses at all? 
A., So far as I know,. as I was concerned,. I did not kno,v 
that he, that it had any connection whatsoever. 
Q. Have you ever had any trouble with Mr. Adams prior 
to this warrant being issued t 
A .. I have not 
Q. As far as you know, have his dogs ever crossed your 
place or bothered any cattle? 
A.. I couldn't say his dogs has. I can say there has been 
dogs. I couldn't say positively his dogs. 
Q. As far as you Imow, have his dogs bothered you or given 
you any trouble f 
A. No, sir, I have never had any trouble. 
Q. Have any ill will against him that night 01 .. the dogs?' 
A. Not a bit whatsoever. 
page 115 ~ Q. You were shooting at f 
A. I didn't go down there with tl1e intention 
of killing· any one of them or hurting any one but with tlie· 
intention purely of taking care of my livestock. 
Q. Snot number ten and twelve-gauge shotgun r 
A. Twelve-g·auge shotgun. 
-CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Watkins: 
· Q. Mr. Anderson, did you tell Sheriff Clark, .Jim Clark,. 
anything· in the world about dogs cliasinp; any of your cattle 
a:t the time that that warrant was s·eTved on you l 
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A. I think I made the remark to him there had been some 
dogs had been chasing my cattle some. 
Q. Did you tell Mr. Clark or make any statement to him 
that on this occasion when you were charged with shooting 
these dogs anything about they were chasing your calf? 
A. I did not. 
Q. Why? 
A. Why¥ 
Q. Why didn't you tell him t 
A. Why should I tell him anything that was my personal 
business, Mr. Watkins? 
Q. A man serving a warrant on you for shoot-
page 116 ~ ing a dog and you don't deny shooting it, and 
you don't say anything in the world about it and 
you ask me ''why"¥ 
A. ·whyf ,vhy should I deny iU I was accused of it any-
way. ·why should I deny it f 
Q. I see. As I understand from your testimony, you iWent 
by your boy's room, called him and told him that you thought 
something was after your cattle. 
A. That's right. 
Q. And to come on-
A. May I interrupt f I beg your pardon. I didn't say 
that. I didn't tell him to come. 
Q. You didn't tell him to come 1 
A. I said "There's something wrong with the cattle". 
Q. You didn't tell him to come? 
A. No, sir, I did not tell him to come. 
Q. A.nd that you went on and when you g·ot about two 
hundred and fifty yards from the house he caught up with 
you? 
A. That's right. 
Q. And that you and your son then walked on down to 
where the spring· was! 
A ."'\Valked and ran together. 
Q. You walked and ran? 
A. Yes, sir. ~, 
Q. How long did it take you to get from your 
page 117 ~ house clown to the spring? 
A. vVell, l\fr. Watkins, as a close estimation I 
would say it was around fifteen minutes, probably twenty 
minutes. I haven't the clearest idea for the exact time. 
Q. ,Vhen yon came out of t]Je house did you hear any calves 
hollering or cows hollering? 
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A. l didn't heai· anything· lioll~ting. I heard some bells 
rh1g-ing. 
Q. Was that anything unusual fbr bells tb be ringing? 
A. In the way they wei·e ringing~ 
Q. Ditl the bells sho,v that the cattle were running or 
standing still or what 1 
A. They indicated that they were moving peartly, that they 
were running. · · . 
Q. At that time when you cairn~ out of the house, where 
,vtfre the dogs ? . · 
A. ·where were the dogs? They weh~ within the :vicinity 
of that spring tliere. 
Q. Those dogs f You tlidn 't hear m1y dogs running any-
wh~re else f .All the dog·s th~t you heai·d w·e:re within the 
vicinity of. the spring Y 
A. Tliat's true~ . 
Q, Come right around here, please; sir. (Shows plat to 
witness~) No,v, as I uridei·stiind, when you came down here 
ypu 'ca,iite to the spring and went over in here ( in-
page 118 ~ dica ting dh'ection on phi t). Where did you go 
· when you first got to the spring? 
A.- There's a f e~ce that colJ).es right down, the fenc~ comes 
011 dowh here, a little slliall barb'ed wire fence, and began 
rig·ht here at this opening·, at this i;>"oplar tre·e. I came rig·ll.t 
across here a fraction above this t).la·ce ( indicating· pniilts on 
plat). 
Q. And you stood th~re f Ho,v long did you stand there 
after you got there? 
k How loiig dkl I stand ther·e? I ,valked out f roin this 
poplai· tre·e, I would say approximately twei1ty-five or thirty 
steps. I didn't stand, I stopped. 
Q. ·what did you dot 
A. Oh tlie focati'ort of he·arh1g tl1is racket ahd when I 
whirled, I saw the dogs and r shot 'em. 
Q. Is the spring in the grov'e Y 
A The spring is in a little grove, has a few ti'ees around 
it. ~ 
·Q. I~n ;'t t.his -a kind of ·g1'owth ·all along h'ere? 
A. There is some grcn.vth that comes down where tl1is fence 
·cohi:es 'down hlere, kin'd ·of ·a fe\v 'bushes, small, but it's all 
EuiYp'ose'd to b'e ·cleared lan'd. '(Indicating· on plat.} 
Q. You w·e1·~ s1tanding 6n this side of the spring· when you 
shot the do·g·s? Is that righU (Indicating posrtion on 
plat.) · 
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page 119 } .A. No, sir., I was standing on this side over 
here (indicating position on plat). 
Q. You were standing over here! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. About how far f rotn the spring? 
A. About how far from the spring! lt must be around 
forty or forty-five steps; I supp~se. . . 
Q. You were standing· there when you shot the d~gs, when 
they came }?y the spring! . 
A. No, the dogs broug·ht this calf right besides this fence 
here from behind the ~ushes (indica~ing on plat). 
Q. You are ove1· on Mr. Dickerson's land Y 
A. They -came out of the bushes. A line of bushes runs 
right around the field. 
Q. Did they coine from off of your place or off of :M:i· . 
. Dickerson's place! 
A. They were bound to h~ve co~e off my place because 
there is a heavy fence runs right down through there. 
Q. Heavy fen'CeY 
A. Runs right down here, comes rig·ht on around ·here. (In-
,dicating on plat.) 
Q. ..Were the dogs inside br outside of that fence f 
A. Inside. 
·Q. ·where was the calf? 
A. On the inside of the fence. 
. Q. As I understood your son to say, as _.yon all 
page 120 ~ approached tlie spring, the calf came running out 
'Of the bust1es tmd the dogs wete about ten o"t fif-
te'el'l foet behind heir. 
A. I ·don't know what you unde1~stood him to s,ay, Mr. Wat-
'kins. As we ·came ia·cross from t11e spring,, just across here 
(indicating on plat), that is where the calf came out of the 
bushes. 
Q. ·where were the dogs when you ·shot 'em! 
A. The dogs were- . 
Q. Mark the spot on that map. 
A.· Right the1·e {marking· ,point on plat). 
Q. That is the :spot r,i~,ht there. Draw tllis mark '' spot 
,do~g·s shot"·. Now, I 1.'lnderstood you. to say that .you shot 
twice with the shotgun. 
A. That's right. 
Q. I understood from your son that you sho't three times. 
Which is correct, 
· A. Well, I don't know iha.t I ·shot ·but twice. 
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A. Twice, it seems to me, is all I s·hot. 
Q. You weren't excited, were you? 
A. Huh? 
Q. You weren't excited, were your 
page 121 f A. I wasn't excited, not in the least. 
Q. You remember whether you· shot twice- or 
three times~ don't you f 
A. I just told you I shot twice. I hav·e just told you, Mr-.. 
Watkins, tlutt I sl10t twice. 
Q. How many times did, does your gun shoot 1 
A. Didn't you ask me that question a little bit ago, if I 
shot twice or three times f Dicln 't I tell you I shot twice f 
Q. And I asked you the question: Your son said you shot:· 
three times. I would like to know which is correct, you or 
your son? 
A. ·wen, to my knowing I tell you that I shot twice. I 
don't know what he beard. 
Q.- How many times does your gun Ahoot 1! 
A. Once. 
Q. Only shoots one shell 1 
A. That'"s rig·ht. 
Q. Sing;le barrel shotgun Y 
A. That's rig·bt. 
Q. And your son mig·ht be mistaken if he thinks yon shot 
three times 1 
.A. He could be, yes., sir. 
Q. Now, as I understand from you, from the time when,-
on your direct testimony you stated that about 
page 122 ~ three-thirty, about two-thirty you l1eard some· 
dogs running ovet theTe on what you thougM was 
your place. Is that right? 
A. That's right. 
Q. Diel you g-~t up then Y 
A. I said in a few minutes I got up. As soon as I hea,rcl 
the commotion among the cattle I got up. 
Q. "\Vbat time do you think this shooting took place?. 
A. Somewhere between two-thirtv and three o'clock. 
Q. Did you hear the dogs cross your place there when they 
went across the first time, as :Mr. Adams testified? 
A. Did I hear 'cm the first time 1 
Q'. Yes. 
A. It seems to me when they went tI1rough the first time,, 
as they went through the cattle- · 
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Q. That's the only time you say they went through there '1 
A. No, they came back through there. 
Q. ,Vben did they come hack through there? 
A. vVhile I was there at the spring. 
Q. Then, as I understand, when you heard the first noise, 
the dogs, you went down to the spring. Is that right? And 
your bells ringing t 
A. I started to. . 
Q. You started down to the spring and the dogs 
page 123 ~ then were going throug·h your place. ·which di-
rection were they going 7 
A. There were dogs all over the place as far as I was 
concerned. To mv estimate thev were on the lower end of 
the line next to n:ir. Riddell 's ]hie. 
Q. Mr. Anderson, the testimony of Mr. Adams was that 
the dogs went across your place., on across the Riddell place 
and went on over there and got clean out of sight, out of 
hearing. Did you hear 'em when they went over there that 
time? 
A. They probably went off in there, l\fr. Watkins. I can't. 
say that they went clear out of hearing. 
Q. Did you continue to hear 'em? 
A. Did I continue to hear them 1 I continued to hear dogs 
from the time I left the ]10use. 
Q. Mr. Anderson, did you hear the dogs come across your 
place when they went off in the direction of the Riddell farm 1 
A. I did. 
Q. How Ion~; was it before you heard 'em coming hac.kf 
A. Around,-"\Vell, all the clogs never did go in that direc-
tion. 
Q. Some of them might have gone over there? 
A. Some of them might have g;one home and gone to bed. 
I'm talking about those dogs that were running·, 
page 124 } that went on across. 
Q. How long was it between the time that those 
clogs went over toward the Riddell farm and the time that 
they came bac.k? 
A. They didn't ever goo across the Riddell farm. 
Q. Did they go in tlmt direction 1 
A. Yes, they went in that direction, part of them. 
Q. v\Therc did they p:o, if yon know? 
A. I don't know. I clidn 't follow the clogs. 
Q. You didn't follow the dog·s ¥ 
A.. No, sir. 
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Q. You knew where they were coming back. 
A. Sir! 
Q. You knew where they were coming· back. You went to 
the spring and heard them come on back. Let's look at this 
may. (Showing plat to witness) The ~rst time that you 
heard those dogs they were running in the direction of the 
Riddell farm? 
A. The first time I heard dogs they were coming right 
through here into the Riddell land (indicating on plat). 
Q. Did those dogs continue on over? Did you hear any 
chase going on? 
A. I heard them chasing, heard the chase go over into 
their place. I don't tl1ink the chase ever con-
page 125 ~ tinuecl over into the Riddell land very far. 
Q. Between the time the dogs ran into the Rid-
dell farm three or four hundred yards and came back, you 
had gotten to the house, from the house clown there¥ Do you 
mean that·f 
A. Yes., sir. . 
Q. According· to :Mr. Adams, these dogs never went over 
beyond, out of hearing. Is that right? In other words, :Mr. 
Adams is mistaken when he says the dog·s went across your 
place on over the Riddell farm, over beyond that out of hear-
ing,-he is mistaken f Is that right? 
A. I don't exactly get your point, Mr. 1,Vatkins, as to that 
question. 
Q. I am not discussing with you the point. 
A. It seems to me you are trying to connect me with the 
testimony of his. . I am only trying to answer the question 
.:f'lr myself, Mr. "'\Yatkins. 
Q. As I understand you. Mr. Anderson, you didn't have 
any conversation with Mr. Robert Gilliam in :March in re-
g·ard to the dogs coming on your place, fox hunting dogs t 
A. I did not. 
Q. You admit that he was there. ·what did be come to see 
-vou aboutf 
., A. Came there to see me about buying a tractor. 
Q. Did you mention dogs at all to him at that time·? 
A. I did not. 
page 126 ~ Q. So he is mistaken if he says that f 
A. Somebodv is mistaken. · 
Q. If what you say is ;ight, be is mistaken f Your land: 
is posted? 
A. Yes., sir. 
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'Q. Against what 1 
A. Against hunting., trespassing. 
Q. ·what do you mean by trespassing, by individuals or 
:by dogs? · · 
A. V{ ell, you can consider it any way you want to. You 
know what an ordinary treRpassing hunting sign consists of, 
Mr. "\Va tkins. 
Q. Do you object to dogs crossing your place f 
A. Well, when it directly conflicts with my living I do. 
Q. If the dog-s are not molesting your. cattle do you object 
to them going across? 
A. If they are not directly molesting anything. 
Q. You don't mind fox hunters' dogs running across your 
place at all? 
A. Yes, sir, I do when they conflict with my business. 
Q. What do you mean by "conflicting with your business"? 
A. Listen, Mr. Watkins. Livestock farmers 
1>age 127 } and dogs never did go together. 
Q. That's right. 
A. That's what I mean. 
RE-DIR.ECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. ""vYatkins Abbitt: 
·Q. You don't know what Mr. Adams was thinking up there 
:and when he says be was down there whether he was? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know what he was thinking while lJe was -up 
therel 
A. I haven't the sligl1test idea in the world. 
Q. You won't over there, were you? If he thought any-
thing where he was you don't know it? Is that what you 
were trying to tell Mr. "\Vatkins? 
A. That was the idea. 
Q. You didn't object to dogs crossing your place as long 
as they don't molest your livestock? 
A. That's rigllt. · 
RE-CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Bv Mr. \Vatkins: 
·Q. I just want to ask Mr. Anderson this question: Mr. 
Anderson, did you show to Mr. Robert Gilliam on his visit 
to your house, farm in :March, which you have stated he was 
there, a calf with a gash in its side! 
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A. I pointed out to him one that was standing 
page 128 ~ out next to the fence and told: him tnere was one· 
that had been cut by the wire .. 
Q. And you didn't state to him that that was caused by a: 
dog and thm: the dog- had been killed Y . 
.A .. I did not. I stated that something had rnn heT into• 
the wire fence. 
Q. Nothing was mentioned at that time., as I understand 
from you, about dogs r 
A. That's true. 
·witness stands· aside· ... 
Defense rests. 
EVIDENCE INTRODUCED ON BEH ... L\.LF. OF THE. COM-
MONWEALTH IN REBUTTAL. 
Bv l\fr. v\Tatkins: 
HUGH H. DICKERSON, 
Recalled. 
·Q. Mr. Dickerson, it's been testified by Mr. Anderson thaf 
a short while these dogs were running clown there arouncl 
the spring and in that vicinity, that the cow bells were ring-
ing and sounded like tbey were moving a little fast. Did you 
hear any cow bells that nigllt at ailf 
A. No, sir. 
Q. \Vere you in a position that you could have heard 'em 
if cow bells had been rfngfog 1 
page 129· ~ A. Seems to me I could lmve, if' they had beeu 
ringfu~ · 
Q. He has testified that he was rig·ht in the corner therE" 
nea:r tlie spring. 
A. On this side tlw spring fowarcls my house l Is that 
right? 
Q. That's right. 
A. That's rigl1t. 
Q. :Mr. Anderson hns testified tT1at for some ten or fifteen 
minutes, that is from the time that he beard the bells ring·-
ing until he g·ot down there to the spring:, tlJat those dogs: 
were running around iu that vicinity.. W"ill you teU the Jury 
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Htigh H. Dickerson.. 
just how the dogs came from the direc-tion when you first 
hear¢!. 'em, and whether this happened, if there was any break 
in the chase of the dogs t 
.A. Those dogs were coming back. 
By Mr. Watkins Abbitt: I believe he went over all that 
on direct examination. Mr. ·w a tkins cross-examined him as 
to ·when he first heard the d<:>gs . 
. ; ... 
A. I heard the dogs. They were coming back through Mr. 
Riddell 's and just about had hit, as near as I can tell, Mr. 
A.nderson '~ . place and they were right on the fox. They 
would have caught him from the way they were chasing in a 
little while, seems to me like. They ,vere right on him. That's 
. when I heard the shots .and it just broke the chase 
page 130 ~ up just like you would have killed every orie of 
· · them. Didn't liear any more from 'em at all. 
Q. How long after that shot did you hear Mr. Adams call-
ing the dogs 1 
A. Directly after the shot. 
Q. ·within a· minute? 
A. Three or four minutes., sometl1ing like that maybe. 
Q. Witness with you. 
By Mr. ·watkins Abbitt: . ' 
Q.· Mr. Dickerson, how long were you awake before the 
shots? 
A. Well, Pd say fifteen 01;, ten or fifteen minutes maybe. 
· Q. vYere they that long coming from Mr. Riddell 's place·? 
A. Nor, they were coming back that-a-way. 
~- I thought you clidn 't hear 'em when they went through. 
A. I didn't. They were making the circle back, I sup--
pose . 
. Q. vVhere were they when you first heard 'emf 
A. They were over near :Mr. Riddell's, over in that direc-
tion.· 
· Q. Di~l it take 'em that long to g;et back there¥ 
. · A. I don't understand. 
page· 131 r~ Q. How long did it take 'em from the time you 
. first heard 'em to when the shots took place? 
:i· :: ·~. ·Dlcln't take 'em long· the ,,,ay tl1ey ,ve1 .. e 1·unni11g. 
Q. How long·¥·.. · 
A. Five or six 'min~utes mavbe. 
Q. Well, then, you hacln 't ~ been aw·ake but about five or 
six minutes, had you? 
I\• 
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i. I hadn't been at the win<l:ow very fong. 
Q. You don't know what happened before you got to the 
window1 
A. No, I didn't say I did.. 
Q. You said you didn't hear any cow bells. 
A. 1 didn't hear anv cow bells. 
Q. ·what I '111 getting at is how fong had you beeii awake? 
A. Not but a little while. 
Q. yVhat do you call a little while1 
A. 'reii ~i· fifteen minutes. I didn't go to the window di-
rectly I ,~~_ke. . . 
Q. Yqu d9n't know whether any cow bells rang when the 
dogs well:~ thi·ough there the first time? Yoti didn't bear 'eiil 
go thr~ugh there the first time? 
A. No; I nevel"heard theni. on their way the first time. 
Q. You do~ 't know. wliet~er any ~ow bells rang when they 
went throug·h the first time? 
pag·e 132 ~ A. I iiever heard any the first time. 
Q. You were apparently asleep t 
A. Never heard any cow bells at all. 
Q. I ~nderstand that thoroug·hly. Were you apparently 
asleep the fir'st time? 
A. I suppose so. I didn't hear 'em. 
Q. If Mr. Anderson, ·when the dogs went through the first 
time, says he heard a cow bell, you are not saying the cow 
bells didn't ring' I 
.1\.. I didn't. I never heard the clogs come through the first 
tinic. 
Q. Yori didn't ~~1y the cow bells didn't ri1ig th~ first tiine 
the. dogs w~~t through? . 
_A. I suppose when thoy went through the first time maybe 
they were. 
Q. You don't know whether or not they did Y . . 
A. I did1~ 't hear 'em. I didri 't hear the clog;s ,vhen they 
went throug·h. (J. And also wp.en you were awake and at the wi]l(;low you 
didn't hear Mr. Adari1s cri._ll out about stop shooting the clogs, 
did you·? You were in ju·~t as good a position to hear that 
as you coul~ hear cow bells, won't you 1 
A. I just don't exactly 1inderstancl your question. 
Q. I see. That is all rig·ht. 
·witness stands aside. 
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:page 133} D. E. ADAMS, 
Recalled. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
Bv :Mr. ,v atkins: 
"'Q. Mr~ Adams, how close we1·e you to the spring when the 
dogs ffrst crossed Mr. Anderson's place¥ 
.A. I won't where I was standing; when he shot at 'em. 
~. I asked you when the dogs first weht across Mr. Ander-
son's place how far you were from the spring! 
A. Thi·ee 01· rour hundred yards. 
Q .. Thre·e or four hundred yards. Did you hear any cow 
.bells? 
A. No, s.fr, hot a one in that country no direction. 
Q. An'd you we1·e outside of a ouilding and you heard no 
,c·ow hells! 
A. I ~·oulcl hear everything that went on. ,v on 't a cow 
hell b1 the ·c·ouMry, calf ,ble·at or nothing. 
Q. You hitve lieard ~fr. Anderson's testimony that from 
tlie tiijrn that y'otn dog·s first went acros.s until _they went. up 
there t'o the Riddell place and returned back, they were run-
ning ·arc,1.1iid thei .. e. i_n the vicinity of the spring. 
A. No·, they won't t·unni'ng around there neither. 
Q. Wlfo1·e we're they? 
lt. ,veiit 'afross about that spring, went across Ridd~ll's 
and,l\frs. Cobbs' place~ went a mile or mile and a half out of 
my he·aring ai1d came back and didn't wobble anywhere. 
CROSS l.DXAMINATION. 
lfr ifr. vVatkin·s Abbitt: 
"Q. At th'e tiine the dogs went tht·ough you were :way back 
fui·ther than at the tinie of the shcfoth:tg·! 
A. ~ c·ohld hear everything. 1 won't where I was when 
he shot at me. A hu11dred and fiftv vards from where I was 
standing when he shot at me. · "' 
Q. Y611 ,verc about bow far from the springf 
.A. I i:cckoil two or three hundred yards. 
Q. t thought you were a hundred and fifteen yards. 'That 
was not counting from his line to the spring? 
A. I ";its counting- from ,vhcre I was staiicling at. 
"Tituess stands aside. 
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Commonwealth rests. 
Counsel and Judge Fiood adjourn to the J ndge 's Chambers: 
By Mr. Watkins Abbitt: I want to make a motion, if Your 
Honor please., that the Court strike out all of the evidence· 
for the Commonwealth, due to the fact that they have failed 
to bring themselves within Code Sectibn 4467, upon which this. 
prosecution is based. First, because they have not provecl 
that it was done maliciously, the shooting of the dogs was 
done maliciously, and, Second, that they have not 
page 185 ~ followed the wording of the section in regards to, 
the dogs. It provides th~t "If any person mali-
ciously administer poison to or expose it with intent that it 
. shall be taken by any horse, cattle, or other beast of any 
person; of if he poison or kill his own horse, cattle, or other· 
beast for the· purpose of defrauding any insurer thereof; or 
i.f any person maliciously shoot, stab, cut., or wound any 
llorse, mule, or cattle of any person with intent to kill or 
injure the same, he shall be confined in the penitentiary not 
less than two ·nor more than ten years.'' Another sentence, 
'' And if any person unlawfully shoot, stab, cut, or wound any 
horse, mule·, or cattle of any person, or unlawfully and mali-
ciously shoot, stab., cut, or otherwise wound or poison any 
fowl o.f another, or any clog of another which has been listecl 
or assessed for taxation, with intent to maim, disfigure, dis-
able or kill the· same, he shall be g·uilty of misdemeanor.'' 
Now, we say· first that there hasn't been any proof of any 
maliciousness.' or malice at .all on the part of the defendant.· 
Second, that even if it was malicious, even if it was done 
maliciously, there's been no proof whatever that the dog~ 
l1ad been listed or assessed for taxation. Now, it is true that 
]\fr. Adams testified he -paid his licem;e tux on the dogs but 
there basn 't been a word as to lif,ting and assessing· then~~ 
There is a Code Section 3305, sub-section 2, which require~ 
all dogs to be licensed. I am informed by our 
page 136 ~ Commissioner of ReYenue they did list 'e'm up 
until a few years ago. 3305 provides tl1at all 
dogs three months old or young·er.: or all clogs over f oµr 
months old that have been properly licensed, are deeme<:1 to · 
be personal property and shall be subject to larceny. U'ncteri !:, . 
the old Common Law they were not considered property, 
dogs. You couldn't be guilty of larceny of a dog. A clog 
was just not a personal property. ,Yell, in 1918 our Revisal 
of the Code, we had the revision of the Code, and they put 
in a section in tllere requiring· a licen~e for a dog and, also: 
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when they did that, they put in a section there saying that 
they shall become personal property, if and when they are 
licensed, or if they are under three months old they shall 
be personal property. Then the Revisers changed 4467 fol-
lowing- that personal property section, and say that if they 
be listed or assessed for taxation, they shall be guilty of 
this crime. 4467 is practically the same wording, the 1918 
Code., as today. I am not reading the first part: ,:. * * '' And 
if any person unlawfully shoot, stab, cut or wound any horse, 
mule or cattle of any person or unlawfully and maliciously 
~hoot, stab, cut or otherwise wound or poison * (i. •:I.< any dog 
of another which has been listed or assessed for taxation, 
with intent to maim, disfigure, disable, etc., .he shall be guilty 
of a mi sclemeanor ". Here are the Revisers' notes : "This 
section bas been re-written and changed". The punishment 
is annexed if that charge is done. The original act said 
"kill or destroy". The original made the punish-
page 137 ~ ment confinement in jail for not less than six nor 
more than . . . . . . . . and the Revisers thottght the 
offense of such a nature it should be punished by confinement 
in the penitentiary from two to ten years as to the acts made 
unlawful by the latter part of the section. The Revisers have 
extended protection to fowls and to dogs listed or assessed 
for taxation. They made the revision in 1918 and the Legis-
lature adopted it in 1919. Our Tax Code requires all dogs 
to be licensed just exactly like our Automobile Code requires 
all ca.rs to be licensed. ·when you license your car you do 
not list it at that time for taxation. The Commissioner of 
Revenue,--"'\Vhat you do later on when you make your re-
turn under the Code, it requires all persons to file lists 
with the Commissioner of Revenue of all their personal prop-
erty. And the following Section of the Tax Code, re-
quires the Commissioner of Revenue to assess all property 
listed and any other property that he knows about, giving 
certain rights,-if a person has a rigllt to summons him bc-
fo1·e court or report him to court or have him up for con-
tempt. Our contention is that the license tax has nothing 
whatever to do with assessment or listing for taxation. Now, 
if the Commissioner of Revenue has failed to do his duty 
in assessing him, if the taxpayer has failed to do his duty 
in listing them, they are certainly not witl1in this Code Sec-
tion. 
pag·e 138 } By the Court: :i: have owned dogs all my life 
and I have never been assessed for dogs in my 
life. 
By Mr. ·watkins Abbitt: It says ''shall he listed or as-
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sessed for taxation''. Our contention is that the R.evisers 
said they were personal property and if they are personal 
property, they are entitled to be listed for taxation or as-
sessed as much as your car. You pay a lieense tax on your 
car. The license tax for dogs is not for revenue at all. It 
is set aside in a special dog fund set up to protect fowls and 
destruction that the dogs do and the only sum that is ·paid 
into the general fund is after you have taken care of all those 
things. Whatever is left can be put in that general fund. 
This Seetiou that makes them personal property is 3305 of 
our Code, 3305 ( 69) : '' All dogs in this State which are 
licensed, and all dogs under four months of age, whether 
licensed or not, shall be deemed personal property and may 
be the subject of larceny and malicious or unlawful tres-
pass, and the owners thereof may maintain any action for the 
killing· of any such dogs, or injury thereto, or unlawful de-
tention or use thereof as in the case of other personal prop-
erty and it shall be unlawful for any person except the 
owner or his authorized agent to ad.minister poison to any 
such dog or expose poison where it may be taken by any such 
dog., or to injure, disfig·ure, disable or kill any such dog ex-
cept as othenvise provided in this act.'' In other 
page 139 ~ words, this makes 'em personal property and 
gives hem a simple remedy, this Section over 
here. 
By l\fr. ·watkins: It says it shall be unlawful to kill or 
injure them. 
By the Court; I think this Section takes care of the sit-
uation. 
By Mr. '\Yatkins Abbitt: ·what would be the punishmenU 
By the Court: I can't believe the Legislature meant in that 
other Section to permit people to deliberately kill dogs which 
mig·ht be very valuable do~;s, just because the owners hadn't 
listed them for taxation, becnuse, as far -as I know, they are 
never listed for taxation. The reference evidentlv was in-
tended for other stork, poultry and so on. · 
By Mr. ,v atkins Abbitt; '\Ve note an exception, due to the 
fact that there has been no proof of any listing by the tax-
payer or assessment by the CommisRioner of Revenue, as 
required by .... of the Tax Code of Virginia, and in addi-
tion to that, by reason that two of our eases provide that in 
construing criminal and pena, statutes they must he strictly 
construed and they are never to he extended by construction, 
19 S. E. 2nd, 662. 
pag·e 140 ~ l\fap (see manuscript). 
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:page 141 } THE FOLLffWING INSTRUCTIONS WERE 
GIVEN AT THE REQUEST OF THE DE-
FENSE; 
.A. 
The Court instructs the jury that the burden of proof is 
upon the Commonwealth to prove beyond a reasonable doubt 
every element of the crime for which the accused is tried 
before you can convict the accused and unless the Common-
wealth has done this in this case it is your duty to find the 
accused not guilty. 
Given J. vV. F. 
B. 
The Court further instructs the jury that they must find 
the accused not guilty in this case unless they believe beyond 
a reasonable doubt from the evidence in this case that the 
.accu~ed maliciously shot the dog·s of D. E. Adams. 
Given J. ·w. F. 
C. 
The Court further instructs the jury that the accused had 
the right to proteet his livestock from the dogs and if they 
believe from the evidence in tllis case that Anderson shot 
tlrn dogs in question because they were threatening to injure 
liis stock then the jury should find Anderson not guilty or 
if the jury has a reasonable douht as to whether or not An-
derson shot the dog·s because they were threaten-
page 142 ~ ing- to iujm·e his stock tlien they should re.solve 
the doubt in l1is favor and find Anderson not 
g·uiltv. 
Given J. ·w. F. 
THE FOLLO"\YIN-G INSTRUCTIONS "\YAS OFFERED BY 
THE DEFENSE BUT REFUSED BY THE COURT: 
D. 
The Court further instructs the jury that they must find 
the accU,sed not guilty unless they belie\V'e from the evidence 
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in this case beyond. a reasonable doubt that the dogs alleged! 
to hav.e been shot by the accused hav.e been listed or assessed 
for taxation .. 
Refused .J_ W-F. 
By Mr. "Watkins .Abbitt: Exception to refusal of Instruc-
tion Lettered D on the grounds that it follows the language· 
of the section under which the prosecution is pending. 
THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS WERE GIVEN AT: 
THE REQUEST OF THE1 CO:M:M:ON\VNALTH: 
3 .. 
The Court further instructs the jnry that if you believe'. 
from the evidence beyond a reasonable d'oubt that tne dogs· 
af D. E. Adams were duly licensed, and that \V. C. Anderson 
unlawfully and maliciously shot and wounded the· 
page 143 ~ dog or dogs of D. E. Adams with intent to maim,. 
· disfigure, disable or kill the same, then you shall 
find the defendant guilty and fix his punishment by a fine of' 
not m~re than $500.00 or by confinement in jail not exceed-
ing 12 months, either or both, in the discretion of the jury. 
Given J ~ V\T .. F .. 
4 .. 
The Court further instructs the jury that it is unlawful 
to shoot the dogs of another unless such dogs are in the 
act of killing or injuring the- stock of another, but that in 
this case you must also believe before you can find the ac-
cused guilty that the act was clone both unlawfully and mali-
ciously. 
Given J. ,v. F. 
7. 
The Court instructs tlie jury that malice may be either ex-
pressed or implied. The word ''malice'·' is used in a: technical 
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sense, and includes not only anger, hatred and revenge, but 
every unlawful and unjustifiable motive. It is not confined 
to ill will to any one or more particular persons or things, 
but is intended to denote an action flowing from any wicked 
and corrupt motive, done with an evil mind and purpose and 
wrongful intention, where the act has been attended with 
such circumstances as to carry in them the plain indication 
of a heart regardless of social duty and de-
page 144 ~ liberately bent on mischief. 
Given J. "\V. F. 
8. 
The Court instructs the jury that the accused is presumed 
to be innocent a_nd that the presumption goes with him 
through all stages of the trial. The Commonwealth, upon 
whom the burden of the proof rests, must show beyond a 
reasonable doubt that the defendant is guilty. Proof beyond 
a reasonable doubt does not necessarily mean proof with-
out contradiction or without conflict, nor does the law re-
quire proof amounting to absolute certainty, nor proof be-
yond all possibility of mistake, but if after considering all 
the evidence and circumstances produced in the case, the 
jury can say that they have an abiding· conviction of the truth 
of the charges contained in the warrant, then they are satis-
fied beyond a reasonable doubt and should find the defendant 
g·uilty. 
Given ,J. vV. F. 
By Mr. Watkins Abbitt: The defendant excepts to Instruc-
tion Numbered 8 as givenz clue to the fact that it does not 
follow the statute and rec1te that a dog has to be listed or 
assessed. for taxation but uses the word ''licensed". 
page 145 ~ The defendant, W. C. Anderson, was found 
g·uilty as charged and fined the sum of $250.00. 
:Motion made by counsel for de-f euse : 
The defense moves the Court to set aside the .Judy's ver-
:•;;::.._ 
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diet as being· contrary to the law and evidence in this case 
and for the rulings of the Court as follows: 
1. For the Court's refusal to strike the evidence of the 
Commonwealth due to the fact that the Commonwealth's evi-
dence has failed to comply with Virginia Code Section 4467 
of the 1940 Code of Virginia under which the defendant is 
being tried : 
a. because there is insufficient evidence to show malicious 
shooting·., and 
b. for the failure of the Commonwealth's evidence to prove 
that the clogs involved had been "listed or assessed for taxa-
tion'' as specifically required by Virginia Code Section 4467 
under which tlie accused was prosecuted. 
2. For the Court's admission of the evidence objected to 
during· the trial of the defendant for reasons assig"lled at the 
time of the objections and exceptions. 
3. For the Court's giving instruction numbered '' 3'' for 
the Commonwealth for reasons it does not comply with the 
Code Section. 
page 146 ~ 4. For the Court's 1·efusal to give the Defend-
ant instruction lettered "D ''. 
Motion denied by the Court: 
I have denied this motion for the following reasons: 
It is true that Sectio11 4467 of the· Code of Virginia, under 
which the accused was prosecuted in this case, docs provide 
that dogs must be listed or assessed for taxation. Under our 
tax laws, however, there is no provision for listing or assess-
ing dogs for taxation, nnd I cannot believe that the Leg·isla-
ture intended to require the owners of dogs to do something· 
which ~mder our tax law it was impossible to do before their 
dogs would be protected under tlw provision of Section 4467. 
It is my opinion when the owner secured his hunting li-
cense, paid for and fastened hunting tag·s on the collars of 
his dogs, l1e had c.omplied with the law, and that although 
the proceeds coming from the sale of these dog tags are not 
directly a1)plied as other tax m011ey, but first go to pay for 
stock or fowls killed by dogs, tbat any residue of these funds 
does revert to the County Treasury and is used as other tax 
money. 
W. C. Anderson v. Commonwealth of Virginia :g9 
In my ·opinion there was sufficient .evidence produced by 
the Commonwealth, if believed by the jury to .convince them 
.that the shooting was unlawful and malicious, for not only 
·did the accused shoot the dogs, but later shot in the- direction 
,of the owner of the dog~, who testified that the shot fell 
around him. 
There was also in my opinion sufficient evidence intro-
·duced by the Commonwealth, if beHeverl by the jury to con-
·vince them tliat the accused's -act was not necessary :to pro-
tect the stock from injury. It will be recalled .that the calves 
which he alleged the clog·s were chasing were no.t 
·page 147} ,young calves, but were rrbout 6 months old. 
JOEL W. FLOOD 
ludge of the Circuit Court of Prince . 
Edward County 
'The defendant excepts to the ruling· ·of the Court for rea-
·:;ons assig·ned a hove. 
page 148 } CERTIFICATE OF TRIAL JUDGE. 
I, .Joel ·w. Flood, ,Judge of the Circuit Court of Prince Ed-
·ward County, Virginia, hereby certify that the foregoing is 
a tme and correct transcript of the evidence adduced, exhibits 
·offered in evidence, the objections to evidence, or any part 
'thereof, offered, admitted, rejected or stricken out; the in-
structions granted or refused, and the objections to the rul-
ings thereon., and other incidents of the trial of the case of 
Commonwealth v. Vil. C. Anderson. 
I further certifv tl1at this c.ertificate lias been tendered 
·to and sig·ned by ~e within tl1e time prescribed by Code Sec-
-tion 6252, for tendering and Aig·ning· bills of exception, and 
-that reasonable notice in writing has been µ:iven to the At-
torney for t11e Commonwealth of the. time and place at which 
said certificate has l)een tendered. 
Given m1der my hand this the 8th clay of November, 1943. 
,TOEL W. FLOOD, Juclge. 
CERTIFICATE OF CLERK. 
I, Horace Adams, Clerk of the Circuit Court of Prince Ed-
ward County, hereby certify that tl1e foregoing transcript of 
the evidence m1cl ot11er i11eiclents of the trial uf the case of 
roo Supreme Oourt or Appears 0f Virginia 
Commonwealth v. W. C. Anderson, together with the certifi-
cate of the Trial Judge, has been delivered to and filed with 
me this 8th day of Nov., 1943 .. 
HORACE ADAMS,, Clerk. 
page 149 F I,. Horace .A.dams, Clerk of the Circuit Court or 
Prince Edward County,, in the State of Virginia,. 
do certify that the foregoing is a true transcript of so much. 
of the record and proceedings and of the agreement as to 
£acts, as agreed upon and-stipulated by counsel in the crimi-
nal case of Commonwealth ·of "Virginia versus vY. C. Ander--
son, pending in said Court, as appears on record and on file· 
in the Clerk's Office of said Court. 
· And I further certify that notic~e, as required by law, has. 
been duly given to Counsel for the Commonwealth of Vir-
ginia. 
Given under my hand this the Stb day of November, 1943 .. 
HORACE ADAMS, Clerk. 
A Copy-Teste : 
l • .. : M. B. ,v ATTS, C. C' .. 
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